Dyer sets retirement
by Bill Donahue
Richard Dyer , who has served
Colby in a variety of administrative capacities for more
than three decades , is retiring.
Dyer joined the Colby administration of J. Seelye Bixler in
1950 as director of public relations
and , over the years , was director
of news services; editor of the Colby alumnus magazine; director of
publications; and director of

research for The Science Program
Campaign.
He became assistant to the
president in 1961 , working with
Robert Strider throughout his adminsitration and with his successor , President Cotter. Dyer was
appointed in 1981 special assistant
to the president with a variety of
assignments including those
relating to trustees and overseers.
Dyer will retain his association
with Colby in a limited capacity

to continue his historical and archival work .
President Cotter , in announcing the retirement said , "It is not
possible to express adequately the
gratitude and appreciation we
have ,for Dick Dyer 's loyalty ,
devotion and service to Colby for
a third of a century...we are
delighted that he will continue to
be available to.the college for the
special insights and perspectives
that only he can provide. "

Haley comes to Colby
by Bill Donahue
Alex Hale y, author of ROOTS ,
will hi ghli ght his t wo da y visit t o

Colby next week with a lecture in
Wadsworth Gymnasium on Oct.
26 at 8 p.m.
According to Leon Buck ,
cultural chairperson of Stu-A and
t he p rimar y or ganizer of Hale y's

Singh to
Lecture
Jaswan t Sin gh , a member of
t he Indian Parliamen t and
Secre tary for the Bharatiya
J awanta Party , will be sp eakin g
at Colby on October 25. Currently
on a 30-day tour of America ,
Sin gh is lect urin g a t few schools ,
and his comin g t o Colb y
re presen ts qui t e a coup, accordin g
t o Yea ger Hudson , head of Colby 's Philoso phy and Reli gion
department.
Sin gh , whovill be speakin g on
"Develo ping Federalism in India ," is a major critic of the pr esent government' s policies. He has
been involved in Indian poli tics
since 1967, and is now in the upper chamber of India 's parliamen t , rou ghly t he equivalent of an
American senator , said Hudson.
Singh has traveled extensively
t hrou g h Euro p e , Asia , the
Americas , and has also visited the
USSR , China and Mongolia.
More recently, he has been in
Assam , studyin g the connection
between state elections and the
outbreaks of violence there. He is
the only member of either house
to do so.
Singh will talk on October 25 at
•4:30 in the Robins Room at
Roberts Union. A recep tion will
follow.

visit, Haley 's speech will focu s on
ROOTS and HENNI NG, a book
he is now writing. Buck streesed
that , while Haley 's visit does supplement this year 's theme of Confron t in g I n t o ler a nce and
Celebrating Diversity, it is bein g
conduc ted by cultural life and is
independent of the Confronting
I n t ol er a nce and Celebra t in g
Diversi ty program. Thus Haley
will not aim to relate his , speech
t o t his year 's theme.
Buck expects the lecture to attract an audience of 1 ,500-2,000
people. He has invited students
from . Ba t es, Bowdoin , Thomas ,
and UMO and plans "to heavil y
adver tise the lecture in surroundin g communities. "
Hale y will arrive a t Colb y on
the night of October 25 and will
p ar t icip a t e in several func t ions
ot her t han t he lect ure durin g his
visit.
He will att end classes rela t in g
t o black studies and eat lunch with
leaders-of Stu-A on Oct. 26. At
4 p.m, that afternoon , he will att end a Presiden t ial rece pt ion in
the Whitney Room and at 6 p.m.
he will be t he fea t ured gues t of a
dinner meet ing on the record floor
of Rober ts. President Cotter and
leaders of student organizations
and individuals who have, hel p ed
to sponsor Haley 's visi t will also
attend tlie invitation-only dinner.
Haley will speak at two functions following his lecture. Immedia tely after the lecture there
will be an all-cam pus reception to
discuss the lecture in the Heights
Communi ty Room and at 7 p.m.
on Oct. 27 there will be a followup discussion of the lecture in the
Coffeehouse.
Buck said , "Haley 's visit will
enhance Colby greatly .". He is enthusias tic about the visit because
he views Haley ns a "con troversial big name speaker ," According to -Buck , his controversy
steins from the fact that the valid!-

ty of the information he included
in ROOTS . He will address this
topic in his lecture.
Last April , an advertising agent
mentioned the possibility of bringing Haley to Colby as part of the
cultural life program. Buck immedia te ly expres sed int eres t in
such a visit. Along with Wes
Lucas , Director of Student Activities , he has been arranging the
visit since then.
T here will be free admission t o
all even ts relatin g t o Hale y's visit.
Hale y's visit t o Colby is t he firs t
of a series of vi sits t o New
England colleges.

Three administrations honored Richard Dyer at his retirement dinner. From
left to right are J. Seelye Bixler, President Cotter , Richard Dyer, and Robert
Strider.

Two students denied aid
by Carrie Keating
Two male students at Colby
have been refu sed federal financial aid becau se they failed to
re gister for the draft. The
Soloman-Haik owa Amendment
p assed b y Con gress t hi s y ear calls
for t he linka ge of select ive service

and federall y fund ed financial

aid.
All colleges and universities , are
required by this regulation to keep
on re cord a form knowns as a
" St a t emen t of C om p liance "
which is to be filled out by the student to indicate whether or not he
has registered. If a student receiving financial aid does not register
for t he draf t , t he colle ge or
universi t y is obli ga t ed by law t o
send t his informa t ion t o t he
government. Upon discovering a
non-re gistrant , t he governmen t
au t oma t icall y refuse s t he aid on
the basis of that information.
Because t his amendmen t wen t
in to effect Oct ober 1 , an yone who

ha s alread y re ceived financial aid

for the 1983-84 academic year and
did not register is obligated to pay
back the loan immediately after a
30 day grace period. The conditions of most loans require a student to begin paying back a loan
6 months after graduation. All
federal aid p r ograms have been
affect ed: P ell Gran t , SEOG (Supplementary Education Opportunity Grant) , GSL (Guaranteed Studen t Loan ), federall y backed Colby gran ts, and cam p us work
study.
Colb y has 3 million dollars t o
give to eligible students for finan-
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Cotter visits Botswana
by Ed Kennelly

Bowdoin Pa triot
There is a new paper being published at Bowdoin. Subsidized
by the Bowdoin College Republicans, The Bowdoin Patriot
aims to present "another point of view...for students, faculty, and alumni," according to Editor-in-chief Matthew Manshaw. The Patriot was conceived by the College Republicans
for two reasons: "the Orient has always been more liberal than
conservative," according to Seve Lafferty, Associate Editor
of P olitics, Law, and Economics, "and we need a different
kind of viewpoint. " The second reason was that the Orient,
Bowdoin's largest newspaper sometimes "makes unfounded
allegations," said Manshaw.
The Bowdoin Orient.

Bates Voice.
A new journal will soon be seen on Bates' campus.
"Voices," to come out Nov. 3, will be an editorial journal
concerned with political, social, and cultural themes. Its editors,
who are partly financing the first issue, do not plan an
underground paper, but wish to provide a format for editorial
comment on political, cultural, and social themes, as well as
creative writing, artwork, and cultural reviews.
The Bates Student

Couricil candidat es
One year after its inception, Harvard's Undergraduate Council has suffered a drastic decline in candidates for its 1983-84
session. 132 students are running for the Council's 87 seats.
Last year, more than 200 ran for 89 seats. The Council, after
two years of debate and planning, followed several failed attempts at student governance. Funded through term-bill fees ,
the Council places places several representatives on various
faculty committees.
The Harvard Crimson

Nuclear free zone
If anti-nuclear activists have their way, Cambridge may
become a nuclear-free zone. The proposal will appear before
voters on Nov. 8, and has raised more than a little controversy. "You would-prefer to have us fined and jailed for carrying out what the government has approved?" asked Joseph
F. O'Conner, vice president of Charles Stach Draper
laboratories , which would be hurt if the proposal is passed.
Since the anti-nuclear movement intensified nation-wide several
years ago, however, Cambridge residents have been almostunanimous in their-support. In 1981, for instance, three-fourths
of the city voters approved a local nonbinding nuclear freeze
initiative.
The Harvard Crimson

Taube takes Nobel
Stanford University Professor Henry Taube won the
$190,000 Nobel Prize for chemistry yesterday. Taube received the $150,000 Robert A. Welch Award in chemistry two
mon ths ago.

Reaga n runs

President Cotter left today on
a five day trip to the southAfrican nation of Botswana. He
will attend the dedication of the
Tutume-McConell Secondary
School, which he helped to found.
The dedication of the secondary
school's last building will occur
this Saturday. The government of
Botswana invited Cotter and other
people instrumental in the
school's completion, to attend the
dedication. The ceremony will
consist of native dancing,
speeches, a ribbon cutting, and
campus tours.
Cotter became involved with
the building of this school in 1971.
At that time, he was president of
the Afro-American Institute, an
organization dedicated to improving relations between Africa and
America. Botswana's government
asked Cotter to help raise money
to build a high school in a semiarid region of northern Botswana;

within^ a hundred miles. Cotter
was able to get a grant for the project from the McConnell
Foundation.
The school opened later in 1971
with one building and a few tents.
After spending three million
dollars (mostly from the McConnell Foundation), the school now
has over thirtv hnil _in_ rs for the

600 students, including labs,
classrooms, dorms, and a library.
Cotter remained active in the
school's development during the
past twelve years by being a
member of the school's board.
According to Cotter , the
students in the high school come
from all parts of Botswana. The
school is not solely a preparatory
school; some of the students learn
trades such as bricklaying and
electrical work'. The theory in
combining these students is that
the prep students will teach and
learn from the trade school
students: The school's f acilities

Governance review
by Brad Fay

Colby trustees are conducting
two. very separate investigations,
although their hearings have
overlapped, In the past week hearings of the residential life commission and the governance commitee
have run concurrently.
Governance committee chairman and Colby trustee Robert
Anthony stresses the distinction
between the two trustee inquiries
of Colby.
The governance review was first
planned five years ago when
President William Cotter took his
office. The plan was "to conduct
a review of the activities of the

trustees, overseers, president ,
faculty bodies , and other
members of the administration "
this year, Anthony said.
The review, by chance coincided with the more extensive and
higher priority residential life investigation.
This sort of governance review
has become "increasingly common at colleges and is done all the
time. We thought it would be
good to do it here," Anthony
said.
This is the first such review of
the Colby administration.
Three trustees and two consultants from the Association of

cont. on p.6
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can also be used by adults during
the night for continuing education
or social affairs.
During his trip, Cotter also
plans to visit two Elizabeth Taylor
Health Centers. After once being
married in Botswana, Miss Taylor
became interested in that country 's public health.
Taylor decided to build health
centers in Botswana and asked
Cotter, then president of the
Afro-American Institute, to
oversee the building of the

centers. On this trip Cotter will see
the completed facilities for the
first time.
Finally, on his trip, Cotter plans
to interview a prospective Colby
student from Botswana. Cotter
will fly home on October 25: "I,
won't even miss a-class." Cotter
admitted that the shortness and
limited scope of his trip are rather
"siliy". He points out, however,
that Botswana's government is
paying his expenses.

Africa to America
by Carolyn Rhodes
How many Colby students actually realize what life is like in a
country on the brink of social revolution? Colby has two South
African students that come from such social turbulence. Sydney
Masondo and Mlu Kwini are living in two societies, torn between
the unrealistically idealized America and their home in unstable
Sr_i.li Af r i c a

America, th ey thou ght , is a near perfect society. In the movies,
in television, and in magazines the United States is portrayed as a
promised land in which everyone is rich and free. Coming from a
society where social mobility is non-existant for the Blacks, the maj ority,-the United States seemed a wonderful place in which to be
educated. "Discrimination is actually the law," Kwini tells. He and
his roommate Masondo welcomed the opportunity to escape from
the end world of South Africa. Yet they discovered that perhaps
the same world is here in the United States, with only the legal barriers removed.
In South Africa one might be jailed for even attempting to speak
with a white. Here at Colby it is certainly not illegal, but in practice
it is seldom seen. "You just can't get away from it," says Kwini.
The law does not punish such an act but the custom of segregation
continues.
Advantage in their country is clearly for the whites. "The jobless
rate amongst them is negative ten percent," says Masondo in a
tongue and cheek manner. In education , whites are required to attend school until the age of sixteen, but for blacks it is not compulsory. Advancement is also somewhat limited to those who study
in private schools-which are for the blacks generally unaffordable.
"It 's the system- it discourages one from trying," Kwini adds.
"The poor remain poor. There's little chance." One must keep in
mind that this is a society in which it is the black person whp is the
majority and yet it is-the white person whq.maintains the power."
Thus Mlu and Sydney came to the United States expecting to find
the country of their dreams. However , they feel it does not really
seem as though they have left. The .education is excellent and the
financial awards which lured them to Colby are handsome indeed.
Colby is one of many schools in this country which are included
in a vast international scholarship foundation. Education is much
more expensive in this country, and a year's tuition at Colby will
cover the costs of nearly four in South Africa.
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Presiden t Rea gan filed documents Monday with the Federal
Election Commission to establish that he is legally a presidential
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Governor Brennan speaks
by Ja y Allen
Maine 's G overnor Brennan
discu ssed current political issues
at an in formal forum cosponsored
by the Neuman Council and the
Interfra ternity Council (IFC) October 12. Brennan spoke on topics
rangin g from the controversial
Reagan Administration to alternative energy programs , andacid
rain.
As a stron g advocate of social
justice , Brennan disagrees with
Reagan 's philosophy that
"Government is not the solution
to our problems , it is the problem. " The Governor asserted
that "government is about people
helping other people ," with
fairness and compassion.
According to Brennan , Government should enhance the opportunit y to move ahead by cleaning
up t he environment, improving
education , and providing hope.
He views his administration advancing thesegoals by stimulating
positive chan ge in Maine.

Brennan s main objective m
achievin g these goals has been to
provide jobs for the unemployed ,
and he has succeeded so far.
Maine 's unemp loyment rate has
been lower than the national
avera ge for the past two years.

Bath I ron W orks has become a
major site for t he rehabiliat ion of
out moded mili t ary vessesls ,

Searsport and Eastport have been
renovated to improve the shipping of goods , and agricult ural
controls have been revised to improve the quality of Maine
potatoes. By placing his major objectives on economic development , Brennan p lans t o increase
the quality of life in Maine.
The Governor also pride s his
administra tion on Mai ne's new
tough drunken driving laws which
are possibly the stri ctest in the nation. According to Br ennan , the
mandat ory t wo day j ail sente nce
has lead to positive resul ts ie. less
fatalities.

B'nai B'rith Hillel
by Laurie Petrell

When y ou hear t he t hree words B'nai B'rit h Hillel , what comes
to mind? If you happen to be a Colby College Student , y ou will
ho pefully recognize these words as the name of a religious organization on campus. If you practice the Jewish religion you may belong
10 this organization , but even if you aren't Jewish, you could sl
tli
ta ke an interest in B' nai B'rith Hillel.
B' nai B'rit h Hillel is a part of the National Hillel foundait on which
is comprised of college students. Members arc not soley of the Jewish
fait h, and they enjoy meeting and interacting with different people. Hillel is the national organization geared towards bringing all
college kids closer together through planned events .
Colby's branch of Hillel is presen tly run by its sophomo re president Craig Cohen, who was appointed last spring, accompanied by
Steven Goldman. Professor Jay Labov acts as faculty representative
of the organization. B' nai B'rith Hillel is funded both by its national foundation and by Stu-A here at Colby, By receiving sponsorshi ps from both organiz ations , t he members of B'nai B'rit hHillel
ar e able to participate in many exciting and educational events .
Because the events are sponsored by the National Hillel , most of
the scheduled activities pertain to the recognition of the Jewish
religion, but some do not. At present , t he events being planned range
from ren ting a condominium at Sugarloaf for a ski-weekend , to a
Ba gel Breakfast on Freshman Parents weekend featuring Professor
Lon gstaf f speaking on a talk entitled "Report from Seppllons: New
Archealo gical Excavation at one of the Ancient Palestines Most Import ant Capital Cities. " The breakfas t will take place Sunday, Oct ober 30, at 9:30 in Robins Room , Roberts Union . Other tentative
ac tivities are a picnic at the Belgrade Lakes , and possibly meeting
wi th the other Hillel groups present at Colb/s neighboring colleges
such as Bates.
Aside from these events , Hillel also corresponds with a 26 year
°ld Jew ish man living in the Soviet Union. He has been denied exit
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Improvements in public educat ion are being investigated by a
commission headed by the President of Bates College . Brennan
believes that teacher quality would
be greatly improved by increased
salarie s, and a merit system.
The administration is also proposing the creation of a University of Maine campus in
Lewiston/Auburn where the
percentage of the population
receiving the benefits of higher
educaion is low.
Brennan 's re sponse to the
Reagan Administration 's policies
was very negative. Although he
admires Reagan personally, he
sees a blantant unfairness in
Reagan's philosophy. According
to Brennan , under Reagan ' s
policies, "Those who have a lot
get more benefits - Those who
have less get less."
Brennan concluded by saying
that the U.S. is a wealthy country and that ''t he Government has
a responsibility to take care of the
people . The system works. "

. . . . wlieri trouble arises,
bring it to Metric Motors
The F oreign Car Specialists !
186 Dr ummond Ave .

873-192U

Golby women have birth control option
by Kathy Colbert
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Many college students face the dilema of birth control. People
often need counselling, physical examinations, and finally some type
of contraceptive when the decision to use birth control has been
reached. Colby students have many options available to them in
order to deal with the various effects of sexual activity.
The easiest place for a Colby student to go for such medical
assisstance is the Health Center. The infirmary offers a full range
of gynecological services. Most questions can be answered by the
staff , but if a more in-depth discussion is needed then students can
come in for counselling.
"When a studyit is thinking of using birth control, we make an
appointment with gynecologist Ann Norsworthy," says Nancy
Davidson, Administrative Secretary ofthe Health Center. "Counselling is available every Tuesday from 1:00-2:00 p.m. in 15 minute intervals. If 15 minutes is not enough time then the student can make
a regular one hour appointment."
To make an appointment with Dr. Norsmorthy, a student can
either come in to the desk or call and make arrangements over the
phone. This is for the students' convenience and , more specifically, for those students who are embarrased to publically announce
their appointment by speaking in front of any classmates in the
waiting room.
Assisstant Physician Norsworthy feels Colby has an excellent range
of gynecological services. For any immediate problems, she is at
sick call every morning. For less urgent matters, she has one hour
appointments with students. "We handle routine GYN exams, Paps
tests, vaginal and pelvic exams, counselling and provision of birth
control methods, and counselling on pregnancy and abortion among
other things. We also have good people to refer students to in town
for those who need specialized care."
When a student makes an initial appointment to investigate the
possibility of using birth control, Dr. Norsworthy likes to use two
sessions. The first is used as a counselling period to discuss various
methods available. The second session is the physical exam. "I don't
want to cram tod much into one hour. I like to give students time
to think and decide."
The most heavily stressed element in the gynecological exams is
the confidentiality. "Everything is completely confidential; nothing
goes home or even out of the building," says Dr. Norsworthy.
"We're very conscientious of the student's confidentiality ." Unfortunately, however, students do not always respect each other 's
privacy.
"I've heard so many people say 'Why are you here? ' in the
hallway," stastes Norsworthy. "It's fine to be concerned but it's
not always the time and place to inquire and offer help. People often
don 't think and that can be a problem sometimes. If students would
be a little more respectful of privacy then the problem could be
solved.
One of the most attractive features of the Health Center 's program is the lack of cost. Essentially everything is covered by Colby
fees. All the student has to pay for is the pathologist fees (from the
Paps test) and any birth control pills or diaphrams the student decides
to buy. Medications for infections or cramps are already paid for.
If a student doesn't want to go to the Infirmary for birth control
counselling, there are many other options available. One such program is the Family Planning Center in either Waterville or
Skowhegan.
Family Planning offers basically the same wide range of serivces.
Pregnancy testing, breast exams, male exams, and reproductive
health care are oknly a few of the programs. The center is funded
by the national and state government so the cost is minimal. Charges
are determined by a sliding fee scale, based okn personal income,

with students ranked on the lower end of the scale.
Primarily, the same process is followed by the Center. When a
perosn has never been on birth control there is an initial educational
session to acquaint the person with eachmethod. The physical exam is then given and the patient decides whether to use birth control or not. The patient can then purchase whatever contraceptives
she has chosen.
Karen Heck, the Director of Family Planning, feels there are many
attractive features in the Center. "The three main ones are confidentiality, high quality at a low cost, and female practitioners." The
Center has one medical director and two nurse practitioners who
do the routine exams. "We have also beocme more accessible since
the KVT buses stop here.'"
An advantage of going to Family PLanning is the shorter waiting
period for examinations. "People call for appointments and, depending on what time they want the exam, they can often be taken care
of within a week." At Colby, Dr. Norsworthy is usually booked
up two weeks in advance.
Family Planning serves all members of the community. Heck is
pleased at the success with college students especially. "When I went
to Colby nobody knew about the Center. Now we get many Colby
students . It must mean we're doing something right. "
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The Family Planning Center,located in a rennovated church In downtown Waterville , offers the
community low cost programs.

Weekend varie ty
by Olenn Cummings

Have you ever been to Charlie's Log Cabin? No? Have you met
Andre the Seal? You 've been living in Maine for all this time, and
you haven 't acquainted yourself with these recreational facets? How
do you spend your weekends? You study a little; party a little, occasionally remembering to sleep and cat. And you do it all right
here, at Colby, the center of the universe.
Colby's ¦your hdme, but have you considered straying lor a day
'
,
or two?
A day trip to one of many interesting places in Maine can be a
refreshing change from Colby 's on-compus activities, This time of
year the biggest attraction on sunny weekend afternoons is applc'plcklng. Pulling on old sweaters and gathering with friends to explore a colorful Maine orchard can prove both fun and productive.
Probably the nearest orchard to Colby is Mantsr 's Orchards
w h ere, for 15 cents ci pound , you can pick the essentials for making
cider, carmel appl es, apple pie, and other temptations. You pick

cont. on p.20
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New clubs . . ¦..

WAA to table tennis to sky diving to...
by Lynne Fuller
"Last year was a vey big year
for new clubs," says Wes Lucas,
director of student activities.
The biggest addition to Colby
organizations was the formation
of the Winter Activities Association. Cross-country skiing, and
skating on Johnson pond will
once again be sponsored by
WAA. Buses to Sugarloaf will be
running on both Saturdays and
Sundays for $3.00 round-trip, including a box lunch. On Thursday
October 27, there will be interviews for three WAA branch
coordinators , who will each

receive $500.00 salary.
A ski team and club was also
formed last year. The team consisted of 28 men and women who
competed against 11 other colleges
in both alpine and cross-country
events. Shelly Lent is the present
head of the team.
Table Tennis is another sport
club that began last year. This successful organization, headed by
Stan Kuzia, has weekly practices
held in Robert's loft. A Martial
Arts club was alos introduced last
year and is run by Dave Turbert.
The Pep Club, in its second
year of existence, continues to
give our football team steadfast

Thieves return
stolen canopy
- by Bill Donahue
A $1000 canopy stolen Saturday from the lawn next to the tennis courts was found behind Bixler Tuesday morning by a Physical
Plant crew.
Sue Conant of the alumni office rented the 400 square foot
canopy from Jim Heckman, a
Fairfield merchant, to host a prefootball-game "tailgate party "
for alumni. The canopy was left
standing after the game but by
Sunday morning, it was missing.
According to Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger, the canopy must
have been stolen during the middle of the night because no one

encouragement.
Another organization introduced last year is the Republican
Club, headed by Pete Marches!.
The members get experience in
local government and also have an
opportunity to meet and work
with local Republicans.
A new political magazine, The
Northeast Undergraduate Review,
also started last year. Student
research papers, book jreviews,
and commentaries with national
and international significance will
be published in ths 40-50 page
semi-annual magazine. Editors

Conant said, "I was rather appalled that someone would take
the canopy." Colby has lrented
tents and canopies from Heckman
several times and there was never
any problems of theft or
vandlism. She added, "I was quite
relieved that it was returned,"

terdenomenational campus
organization which volunteersits
time to the people fo Waterville.
Andrew Maley is presentlyleading
a group of 20members in a proj ect to help the people of Seton
Village, an elderly housing community in Waterville.
A group formed this year is the
African Society, headed by Enach
Edusei. This cultural group will be
having dinners, films, and guest
speakers.
The Baroque Recorder Ensemble, coordinated by Liz Johnson,
will be performing in the Festival

"I. hadn 't asked for it," said
Sutherland,"but I'm glad to do
it. " Sutherland claims that about
ten articles aresubmitted for each
one printed and that he is "looking for new interpretations and
new facts."

Pat Brancaccio, women's studies
by Deborah McDowell and
Phyllis Mannocchi, and Yeats by
Douglas Archibald.
Student subscriptions to the
Quarterly may be purchased for

The Colby Library Quarterly in
its fortieth year is a scholarly jour nal of interpretive essays on
literature and regional history,
published by the college.
Edited by English professor
John H. Sutherland, the Quarterly considers articles on any aspect
of literature in English. It gives
special interest to the regional
history and literature as well as to
those authors well represented in
the Miller Library special
collections. .
In 1943, English department
chair Carl Weber founded the
Quarterly and the special collections. He served as editor of the
Quarterly until 1954 , when
English professor Richard Gary
assumed the post. The editorship
passed to Sutherland in 1975.

Most articles are wntten by college professors and other scholars,
but undergraduates may s'ubmit
manuscripts for consideration.
Qualities that Sutherland says he
looks, for in an article are
readability and accessibility to a
non-professional.
Occasionally, the Quarterly
publishes special issues, and one
is planned for June on "Redefinitions of Regionalism." Topics of
past special issues and their guest
editors include black studies by
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But perhaps Colby is a bit too conservative, Kwini hints as he
discusses the "one sect here." The financial aid they receive is a
great incentive for them to remain, but it is quite difficult to be in
such a closed community. Seldom do they frequent fraternity parties or other such functions because they feel out of place. "We can't
push ourselves through a wall if it won't let you in," Kwini explains.
In comparing Colby to home the students show a strong dislike
for the food here. Both are surprised that Colby's food is considered
quite good in comparison to other colleges. "If this is good I shudder to think of what it's like at other places," Kwini said. "All of
our pocket money seems to go to food."

Friday thru Monday at 7:00 & 9:15
Ma t i nees Saturday & Sunda y at 1:00
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p ap erbacks at

$3 annually, and single issues are
$1.50. The current issue, available
in the library, includes articles on
Murdoch , Colcord, Blake , and
Jewett .
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of Carols and Lights. This
organization, however, is not
limited to those people who want
to perform. Anyone interested in
playing is welcome to join. Gigi
Werner helped organize Jam
Stand, an offshoot . band of
Locomotion. This is the first year
of the new Colby musical group.
An organization exclusively for
daring individuals is scheduled to
begin next semester. The Sky Diving Club will start jumping out of
planes as soon as its leader, Tom
Claytor, returns from SEA
semester this spring.

9
Colby s own Library Quarte rly
by Carol Eisenberg

reported seeing it stolen.
Safety and Security director
Peter Chenevert, released a notice
instructing people "keep an eye
out for the canopy." When it was
returned, he said, "Evidently people knew we were looking for it
and the thieves decided it would
best to return it. " The canopy was
undamaged.

Rob Davis, Sam Staley, and
Robert Bullock , are accepting
manuscripts on a continuous
basis.
A. debate team was formed last
year but has not yet competed intercollegiately. Elliot Kolodny is
in chargeof the team but feels that
"we're having problems with
financing. " He hopes to form a
team that will compete within this
campus and "in a couple of years
debate with other schools."
Colby Community Outreach ,
which grew out of the Chaplain
Study Group last year , is an in-
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October 20. 1983

Classifieds
Dear Blanche,
How's the cloud situation dear? Sunny skies
or are we searching for silver linings? It Is
certainly the letter for me, but I hope the
former for you! I miss you,roomie dearl
Take care and have a raging semester.
Love. Haricot
Hey Chicks !
Hows it wallowing? Any bar dancing? Knees
seen? Toes missing? How about hunger
strikes? Who is on stakeout duty at the
'brary? Keep me posted on the latest rages!
Miss you.
Love, Hen
Hey Gang
Salut! Ca va? How's Waterville? Hopping?
Paris sure is shaking, but we miss all of you
very much. Don't have too much fun
without us- better to spend your time writing
us letters.
Much love,John, Kate, Julie and Gretchen

Dear Ted,
How's life as the solitary English major? Any
papers (ha ha)? Good luck with soccer and
write!
Amities, GRB
P.S. Say Cheese t

Dear Averill first,second and of course third
floors,
Howdy! Why hasn't anyone written me?
Shake a leg huh? Rick- don't break anything
okay, Maura how's soccer,fiacbe are you
running fast? Lime,good luck and Cathy I
tried! Take care all, I miss yout

G. Herrlck, Greg, Teri, Karen,Amy, Tom.
Stan (the man), Keith, and Dan
Hey you fish-fanatics!Now that mid-terms
are over (at least for most of us), it's time
to celebrate (flattest of endurance. We've
made it through a half a semester and it's
only days until our reunion. Don't forget:
7:00 pm in Sturtevant on October 27. Bring
your roommate and gat psyched!!!
• - Your fearless leader
(The one who didn't catch any fish)

Neb:

Glad to hear your weekend was in the
budget. Ican't say the same,as funds have
hit rock bottom.Can you help?
Vi Madg
To the person who shared Heinekens with
me at Cappy's In Camden:
Thanks for my Stevie Nicks album.JHere's
to that case Of Michelob and" inane
conversations...

To W.B. in Sturtevant,
Behave yourself over October break- You'll
never know when "it'll" reappear!
Wi t h concern,
Sturtevant 302

ChfpYou were right,we have to do some Knarll
trippy psychably far-out groovy skiing -very
soon.
¦'
Hllla ^
.. .. -- •
¦ •¦ '"
Muffy P.. .'
--.
Take a hot tub and do some rollerskatlng
to loosen up, relax, and get .definitely
mellow 'cause I'm totally tired of being subtle, conventional, and ordinary.
Peace, love,and tofu
. • Hillary
Tom V.Thanks for a great-Thursday "Silver" evening; let's have another again soon...
N. from Pz
To the Pumpkin lady:
Thanks (oral! of the escapes (even though
they do end up very fattening!)
Your "eternal frosh"
89,
Sorry about your feeling neglected last
week. I hope this makes up for it. So,stop
giving me grief, o.k.? Ican't handle it.
J.T.

Arthur Jackson—-F
Wimpy "Independent" Quiche-Eaters

Hey Tree.
2448 who do we appreciate? Petey, Petey,
Rah Rah Rah!
Your buddies

Attention:
The "Boys" are back and bad! The
organization lives with the "Rock" at the
helm. Be aware I

HillaryHave an awesome F.A. time in Canada!
George, Megan and I will miss you.
Muffy

To the old star gazers:
Ireally miss those wild tllps off the top bunk
and of course Bolgie! Have a great
weekend!

Karen In CA,
Your beer is safe and sound. Just thought
you'd want to know.
Ed

BERRY 'S
PHARMACIES
See us for your out-of-state prescription needs
Visit us on Wednesday & recieve 10% off
on all non-sale merchandise
107 Main St.
WATERVILLE
24 Main St.
NEWPORT

33 Main St.
PITTSFIELD
350 Main St.
DEXTER

Wendy. In 305 '
Lock it up, get it off the streets before you
fall into the arms of Satan himself.
Your local chapter of the Moral Majority
1976 Pinto:-Excellent motor, good tires. .
$1,000 or best offer. Call 873-4492. Mr. Re.
Music Dept.

Job Locator

ASSISTANT MANAGER at Waterville Drive
Thru on JFK Memorial Drive. To work one
or two nights per week, and also help with
promotion on campus. This is a great opportunity! Prefer male,at least 20 years old,
who is responsible and preferably has
transportaion. Contact Don Llndsley or
Leon Payne at Waterville Drive Thru.
Telephone: 873-5184

BABYSITTER to work occasionally witn
.three children (ages 11,.5 and 2) close to
campus with Jhe' possibility-.of future
ho'usesitting. This could be your 'get away'
from campus !Must be mature, responsible and good with children. Contact Kassle
Richey at 872-7058.
BABYSITTER to work with five hearing impaired children. Primarily onthe weekends,
and probably to be with more than one person. Prefers female who is willing to work,
likes children, and is patient. Contact
Marybeth Ferris at 872-7058
BABYSITTER (two to .divide hours) to care
for two .children (ages 3 and 6). Prepare
meals and care for them in the evenings.
Transportation provided if necessary.
Should have experience in child care. Contact Karen Nelson at 873-0477

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE for
Garber Travel of Boston. Involves promotion,bookins and ultimately a free trip. Applicant must be dependable,organized,and
have an interest in travel, etc. Contact
Nathaniel Bisson', Job Locator Program,
Financial Aid Office, Eustis ext. 2379 tor application and Information.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for the
American Institute of Foreign Study. Involves posting their material around campus, and wo rking on a commission basis.
Contact Nathaniel Bisson,Job Locator Program, Financial Aid Office, ext 2379 for
more information.

COUNTERGIRL at Hong Kong Express
restaurant in Elm Plaza. Hours Immediately available are: Thursday 4-8, Friday 12-2,
4-9 and Saturday 4-9. Applicant must be
responsible , and able to deal with the
public. Contact Kathy Leung, Hong Kong
Express, Elm Plaza at 873-7154.

Venture job

BABYSITTER at the First Congregational
Church in Waterville. To care for children
in a nursery from 9-11 on Wednesday mornings. Transportation provided. Applicant
must be good with children, and willing to
work on a regular basis. Contact Sandra
Day at 873-3842.

JOB TITLE-Program Assistant to Arts Coratorial Staff (Avant Garde). A center for experimental work in the performing and
visual arts.
REQUIREMENTS-Must have a st rong interest in performing and visual arts.
LOCATION-Sotto, New York City. Start
Spring 1984. Applicationdeadline Dec. 15,
1983.
FOR MORE INFO-Contact J. Mclntyre in
Career Services.

mAid withdrawn
cial aid . Approximately 1 million were refused federal aid , both
of this is federal money. Currently
have taken advan ta ge of t hese
t here are 600 Colb y st uden ts p ro grams and have been able
receivin g financial aid t hrou gh because of t he loans t o st ay on
federal funds.
campus this year.
Trustees and Colby administraBob McAr t hur , Assis t an t
t ion met t his summer t o discuss Direc tor of Financial Aid said the
options for dealing with the new amendmen t not only crea tes an
regulation. The three options con- enormous amoun t of p a perwork ,
sidered were to replace the lost "bu t it penalizes the poor because
federal mone y with Colb y gran t s, if someone is not a financi al aid
do nothin g, or offer supplemen- st uden t and doesn 't sign, they 're
tary loans, Colby could not give, not affected. " The process takes
grants to the non-registrants to place against the needy conciencover the lost federal aid because
tious non-registrants , in the words
of the large number of other Col- of McAr t hur , "as a penalty
by students needing aid as well. without a trial. "
I gnorin g and doin g no thin g abou t
When the bill passed into law
the non-registrants was also not a it was declared unconstitutional in
viable choice. Therefore , the ad- a cour t of Minneso ta , but art apminis tration decided to offer the peal over turned t he decision in a
Colby Par ent Loan and the Col- higher court. The amendment' is
by Student Loan . In the cases of expected to go to the Supreme
t he t wo st uden t s a t Colby who Cour t this session.
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^Governance
Governing Boards of Universities

and Colleges and the Associat ion
of Ameri can Colleges const it ut e

the commitee.
The trustees are Anthony, immedia te past chairman " of the
board , H. Ridgely Bullock , chairman of the board; and Robert
Marden , vice chairman of t h e
board .
Discussions on Monday and
Tuesday highlighted the governan ce investigation. Faculty,
students , alumni , Waterville
residents (including the Mayor),
and other individuals who requested interviews met with the
trustees and consultants. Many
st uden t or ganiza t ion leader s met
with the committee on both days.
Also, letters from Anthony to
the "Colby College family " ask ed for responses on three questions: 1) how well is the governance of t he college func t ionin g?
2) how can governance be mad e
mor e effect ive? and 3) wha t a re
the most important problems and
opportunities that the president
and the board should be addressing over the next five years?
All letters to , and discu ssions
wi t h , the committee were made
confiden t ial.
The commit tee's findin gs will
be completed " soon ," said Anthony, but will probably not go
before t he board of t rus t ees in
Januar y because of the re siden tial
life study which will be time consumin g and receive a higher
priority. Anthony expects the
ma tt er will be deal t wi t h at t he
April meeting.
An t hon y said it would b e
p rema ture t o discuss an y findin gs
by t he commi tt ee, he did say,
however , t ha t it is possible tha t no
problems will be found. If any are
t he commi tt ee will make t he
necessary recommenda tions to the
board. He did say one of the
issues to be explored will be studen t input in administrativ e
decisions.
"Peo ple have been very
frank , " An t hon y said , al t hou gh
"a few may have been worried
abou t confidentialit y . "
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10-inch mushroom p izza
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Page Seven

Announcements
JAN PLAN NOTICp - students not enrolled for Jan Plan will not
be permitted to stay on campus unless they have an official sponsor and special permission from the Dean of Students. Application
forms are available in the Dean 's Office , see Thelma Plusquellic,
¦
' "
Lovejoy 110.
WALKER SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS - for summer study in Latin
America. If interested see Professor Cauz in Lovejoy 329. Deadline
for applications is April 30.
FRENCH GOVERNMENT SCHOLARSHIPS - Money is available
for French studies during Jan Plan or the summer.
_fl_9____ ____^_-__B_r ^^__B___^ ____B ^__9_ flw

SOCIOLOGY - Sociology 21IB "The Decades of the Thirties " will
start Tuesday, November 1, 1983 for those already registered. Classes
meet in the A-V projection room Tuesdays and Thursdays from
11:30 to 12:45.

¦

CIC MINORITIES FELLOWSHIPS - available in Social Sciences,
Humanities, Sciences and Engineering. Deadline is Jan. 15, 1984.
For more information write: CIC Minorities Fellowships Program,
111 Kirkwood Hall, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405.

i
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October 17 thru October 23

.
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REPORT FROM TRUSTEE - commission to the Colby community and an opportunity for discussion and questions, Tuesday
November 1, at 9 pm.

__
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R ed eem any competi tor 's coupon or mak e your own coupon

SLE

is a short na me for a very
serio us disease called Systemic Lupus Erythematosus.
This disease, on ce f requently
fatal , can now be controlled
and its victims can lead producti ve lives Find out more
about SLE by sending for a
free pamphlet.

for more
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. ropi Schenectad y, Newark

Students serious about their longterm career know they need to
impress their next employer. They
also value an education that allows
them to grow into top levels of mart ;
agement. The MBA Program at
UNION COLLEGE offers a balance
between valuable entry level skills
and a broad perspective of the
managerial process. Learning takes
place in a congenial atmosphere of
classes with typically fewer than 20
students. Outside of class faculty
are happy to provide individual
assistance.
At UNION students are encouraged to acquire some depth in
an area of interest to them. With
the Private Sector MBA they choose
from concentration s ih Management Planning and Control, Production Management, International
Management, and Computer Infor-

Wate rville

44 College Ave.

^nation Systems. The core in Health
Systems Administration , one of
three accredited programs in New
York State, prepares students for
an exciting career in the expanding
field of managing the nation 's
health services. A core in
Accounting will be available to
prepare students for a career in
public accounting,
Consider the MBA at UNION ,
You may qualify for a partial
tuition waiver or for a graduate
assistantship with a full tuition
waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores, a good undergraduate GPA
and three letters of recommendation arc required for admission. Wc
want to make it possible for good
students tq attend a small, high
qualit y program without regard to
their financial means.

For information write or call (518) 370-6237
J. Schmee. Director
Institute of Administration and Management
I' nion Collcfjc, Schenectady, New York 12308
Lant round for the award of stipend*) Ir May 31, 1984.

"An investment mknowledg e pays
the best interest."
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REM : good music, poor show
by Debbie Speaker

R.E.M. lead singer Micheal Stipe put on a sybdued
performance in comparison to his reputation.

REM Inte rview
by Mike Ryan
and Kurt Wolff
Before the star t of Saturday 's
homecomin g concer t, Mike R yan ,
Kur t Wolff , and Mike Swif t had
a chance t o t alk wi t h Pe t er Buck ,
guitarist with the group R.E.M.
Sitting alone in his dressing room
before t he show , Buck was ver y
personable and eager t o talk abou t
himself , t he band , and t he music
business in general. The followin g
excer pts are from this interview.
R yan: How conscious an effor t
was there to develop your sound
be t ween CHRONIC TOWN and

MURMUR?
Buck : I don 't think that it was

very conscious. At the time the EP
was recorded we were going
throu gh a lot of chan ges, the band
was chan ging very radically, and
that was kind of a period of experimentation. We went to the
studio and messed around a lot;
We did this until we came up with
wha t we t hou gh t was a grea t
record . The album I think we had
a real concise idea of wha t we
wanted to do, at least for that
record . The songwrl ting was aimed towards a certain emotional
level , and the songs just kind of
fell in to place the way they are
because of t he
need

to fit the mooa we wanted for this
record.
R yan: How are t he son gs pu t
t oget her? Are t he y wri tt en on a
grou p basis , or do eit her y ou or
Michal (Stipe - vocalist) write
t hem alone?
Buck: We all wri t e; I keep ly ric
no t ebooks , we all play inst rumen t s, we all come up with
ideas , musicall y or lyrically. Our
bass player 's bedroom is our pract ice st udio ; we j us t mess around
un til we find something that app eals t o us , and t hen wc work it
in t o sha pe msuically wi t h Michael
takin g no t es and us givin g him
ideas lyr ically, what it should be
abou t. He assembles ' the final
words.
Ryan : Do you feel that the words
are important in terms of the
compostions?
Buck : Ever t hin g's equally important; wc don ' t make t hem stand
on their own as poetry, bu t they
should fit in with the song.
Ryan: But I think it' s a pretty
distinctive factor that you mix
down the vocals.
Buck: We all kind of despise that
sound that 's on t he radio now ,
real FM orien ted like Journey
with the vocals way out front , and
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The concert featuring R.E.M. with LET'S ACTIVE and
B.WILLIE SMITH Saturday night , was plagued with mEtfiy minor
difficulties which together detracted from what other wise promised to be an exceptional performance.
B.WILLIE SMITH was the first to take the stage. The six-member
band hailing from New Haven , Connecticut played selections mainly
resembling a fifties type of rock and roll . The band , however , lacked enough zeal to pull it off , the result being a feeling of a junior
high sock-hop. The synchronized gestures of the horn and guitar
sections appeared robot-like and uninspiring . The ascent of the harmonica player to the top of the speakers as well as the jaunt throu gh
the first few rows bf spectators by one of the saxophonists were admirable , if not successful attempts to motivate and keep in touch
with the crowd. B.WILLIE SMITH gave a polished and professional
show but lacked depth and variety essential to a live performance .
The fifties ' atmosphere rapidly disappeared when LET S ACTIVE , sporting spiked punk hairdos , took the stage . Mitch Easter ,
leader of the 4-piece band and the sole male member , is the pro du cer of R.E.M. The band 's style of music resembled R.E.M. 's in
its inability to be classified as either rock , country or new wave .
LET'S ACTIVE , however , lacked t he ener gy inheren t t o R.E.M.
The band' s pe rformanc e was ham pered wit h t echnical disorders
which detracted from the continuity of the show . One guitar
malfun ctioned throughout the entire set. Nevertheless , the band
main t ained t heir comp osure and seemed genuinel y ha ppy t o be on
stage despite t heir p roblems.
The crowd broke int o dancin g when R.E.M. 's Peter Buck joined
the band for a short number. Buck seemed to add some ener gy to
the otherwise lacklu ster performance. The band generated enough
res p onse t o warran t an encore .
Finall y R.E.M. took the stage. Opening with a powerful rendit ion of "Moraz Kiosk " and immediatel y followin g it with an equally

riveting version of "Catapult ," R.E.M. 's superior talent and ability was evident from the beginning. The power and energy of their
music far-outstripped that of the two opening bands.
Throughout * the concert guitarist Peter Buck leapt and thrust
himsel f all over the stage. Contrasting his antics were the milder
and calmer bass playing of boyish Mike Mills and Bill Berry, the
drummer.
The most interesting yet also the most disappointing individual
performance was turned in by lead singer Micheal Stipe. Having
scratched the cornea of his eye, Stipe wore a large bandage over
half of his face. At one point he sung the lyrics "There 's a splinter
in my eye... " Pointed to himself , smiled and laughed.
Stipe , however , was remarkably subdued in comparison with past
performances. Perhaps this was a result of pain-killers for this ailing eye. Whatever the reason , he appeared dazed , clinging to the
micro phone stand for most of the concert and only occasionally
breaking into the body-bending contorsions he is known for. He
spent a good part of the show with his back turned to the spectators.
Despite this confused state , Stipe 's voice sounded surprisingly good.
"Sittin g Still" provided an excellent showcase for Stipe 's ability to
var y tone.
Most of .the smaller than anticipated crowd seemed to dan ce and
generall y hav e a good t ime . There wa s one app aren t ly disa t isfied
p erson who made hi s wa y t o t he fron t and ra t her vul garl y, verball y
abu sed the band. It was at this point that the ban d lost its organizat ion. Buck reac t ed t o t his verbal abuse ra t h er violent ly, havin g t o
be held back by fellow band memb ers. The ban d t hen played
caco phon y for several seconds in an att empt to calm t he fiesty Buck .
Stipe stared blankly at the spectators and suddenl y dove head first
in t o t he crowd , landin g on the floor about 10 feet away . The surpris ed spect a t ors aided him back on st age where he p roceeded t o
sing "Wolves Lower . " Stipe left briefly, presumab ly to regain his
composure . The band jam med out a hard rock tune proving the
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Butler excellent Murals at Rober ts
by Scott Lainer.

cour t , a des p era t e dir ect or on t he
comeback t rail , D'Andrea vyas
onst age t hrou ghou t most of t he
produc t ion , deli v erin g his lines

I won 't lie. I would have liked
nothing better than to have to perform a scene by scene cru cifixion with style and confidence. At the
of this year ' s firs t Powder and
audi tions , i t was rumored t ha t
Wig production , The Bu t ler Did
D'Andrea had been favored for
It , as cri tical articles usually appthe role he rccieved. If this is true ,
ly to more readers . In this parhooray for favori tism. He really
t icular ins tance , however , I could
couldn 't have done a better job.
never have justified such an acO pp osit e D'Andrea , lead act ion , for excludin g extremely
tress Lisa Poulin performed an
minor errors , the production was eq uall y convincin g an t a gonis t ,
p erformed flawlessly in ever y crea t in g vivid facial ex p ressions
aspect of the theater. Few , if an y and sp annin g her charac t er 's unilines , were noticeabl y missed, the quely complex array of emotions ,
set (t hou gh somewhat barren ) was
In the strong supporting
effec t ive , and most importantly,
category, Sarah Sherman (as
t he ac t in g was clean and
Claudia Barnes ), Paul Terci
en tertaining. (Michael Scverino), John Bates
As sta ted in previous articles , (as Sam Barber), and David
the show faced a myriad of for- Wolfson (as Robert Lat timore),
midable obst acles , includin g a all crea ted original and believable
mere four weeks of rehearsal.
charac ters. I was convinced that
Seemingly, a ti gh t cast , humorous each was capable of murdering
script , and careful direc t ion were Poulin for t heir own specific
a capable enough force to counter reasons. No performer was too
these obstructions.
obvious, yet none was above
The play 's most notcable asset suspicion. My only cri ticism
as it should be in all productions would be of Wolfson 's first act
was its lead actor , Steve D'An- performance. Though he spoke
drea. Portra ying Anthony J. Lefcont. on p.9

covered with a mural , but the
areas he defina tely wants covered
are the inside of the elevator , and
"Due t o t he st arkn ess of t he the first floor, partic ularly the
walls ih Rober t s Union we 'd like area around the post office. He
murals on t hem ," explained Ric - would also like t o see a p ict ure of
Craig, Director of Roberts Union . a fire painted in the covered-over
He is askin g for submiss ions by fire place next to the Post Office.
st uden t s of pot en t ial murals t o be
Ideas for murals may be subpainted this summer in "Rober ts. mitted to Craig in the Student Ac' Any wall in Rober ts may be
tivities Office in Robe rts ,
by MegTian Casey

Arts Notes

LECTURE - "The Inside STory of Color Pho tography " - with .
Dr, Ed. Walsh from Kodak - Keyes 105, Friday October 21. •
at 8 pm.
POETRY READING - Beat Generation poet, Peter Orlovsky, will read from his work , Tuesday October 25 at 9:30 pm,
In the Smith Room in Roberts. Admission Free.
CRAFTSFA1R - In Wadsworth Gym. Saturday October 29
day ,
all
THURSDAY - Star Trek II , at 7:30 and 9 pm in Coffeehouse,
Admission
Free ,
Coffeehouse - Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. 7 pm. ¦
M idni ght ,¦
Tuesday
9
pm
un til
1
am,
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• Interview

John Robinson, Parn Hitchcock, and registrar George Coleman performed in
"Oliver " at the Waterville Opera House this weekend.

ACCT's p roduction of
'Oliver ' good
by Meghan Casey
"O liver ," a musical comedy
abou t the life of a youn g or phan ,
was presented this ,weekend at the
Wa terville 'Opera House. The produc tion was sponsore d by the
Associates of Colby Community
Thea t er (ACCT ), and was a
benefit for the Waterv ille Opera
House Improvement Association.
"Oliver " is a st or y of a youn g
or phan boy who, after being klckr
ed out of his wqrk shop/orphanage for asking for more food
a t dinner , falls in wi t h a gang of
child pickpockets. Throu gh a
series of mish aps and lucky
bre aks , he finds himself in the
home of a wealthy man who turns
out to be his grandfather.
ACCT' s product ion of
" O liver " was for the most part
excellen t, t hou gh it con tained
some impor tant faults. The
bri ghtest and most enjoyable part
of the show were the children h>
volved . Oliver , ployed by Alan
Cole of Vassalboro , was very
good. His voice, (hough
some times weak, was always on
key . He acted his part well
whether he was being a rou gh
workhouse boy, or a lonely
or phan .
Ted Nicholson, who played the
Ar tful Dodger, the most skilled of
the pickpockets , was also good.
He had all the mlschicvoiitness
th at the .Dodger should as well as
o perfect Cockney accen t, His
str ong voice reached well to the

back of the Opera House.
The chorus of boys was excellent. Though at the beginnin g
their voices were somewhat weak
and difficul t to hear , they became
strong and clear in the third scene
and remained
t ha t wa y
throughout the show. They all
were very comfor t able on stage
and seemed to enjoy their performance a great deal.
The adul ts in the show also performed well. Geor ge Coleman ,
t he Colby Re gist rar , and Abbott
Meader , an Art Professor at Colby i were both good. They each
had powerful voices and excellent
. ..rge presence . Neither , though ,
were as mean as t heir charac t ers
should have been.
Rober t Curr y, who played
Fa gin , the man who leads the
pick pockets , was very professional. He had a deep melodic
voice that fit very well with his
mischievous but caring character.
Curry also had a connection with
the children that the other actors
somehow missed , and lie worked
well witli them. This rapport and
the rambunctioness of the boys
combined to make the scenes in
the pickpocket' s the best In the
play.
There were , however , some
problems with the show , Kelly
Nelson and Carrie Samuel , who
played Nancy and Ekt , the two
women wjto were a par t of the
pickpocket den , were weak. The
characters
were not well
developed and both of their voices

were difficul t t o hear over t he

orches tra .
The st a ging of t he show was
of t en st iff , wi t h t he except ion of
the pickpocket' s den scenes ,
which were well staged. The stagin g was not imagina tive, with peop le simply walkin g back and for t h
across t he st a ge, as they sang.
The set. was essentially good ,
with some glaring exceptions. The
basic set wi t h it s st one walls and
many levels was fitting for the
p ick p ocke t 's den and t he
workhouse. Also, the painting of
a street scene was beautiful.
However , the set for the
Brownlows house , t he house of
Oliver 's wealthy grandfather was
disappointing , The house did_not
look like that of a millionnaire . It
looked more like a t enamen t than
a mansion. The set changes , also ,
were inordina tely long. Closing
and opening t he cur tain durin g t he
chan ges distracted the audience 's
attention from the show more
than stage han ds moving about in
the dark could have.
The costumes were excellent ,
keeping with the time period and
social clpss of "Oliver " perfectly. The orches tra was also
excellent.

"Oliver" was a good production thou gh it had some flaws. If
the pace had been picked up, it
would have improved the show
greatly. Overall , though , it was an
enjoyable nnd wort hwhile
experience .

this really inconsequen tial band.
We'd all just rather be an overall
sound like EXILE ON MAIN
STREET by the Stones . I still
can 't tell you the words to that.
Et seems Velvet Underground stuff
is like that too, a block of sound .
It hits more emotionally, wheras
as much as I like Rand y Newman ,
I first listen to the lyrics and then
try to figure out what the song is
about.
Ryan: Do you ever feel that you
want to take a lead (guitar
melody)?
Buck: We play some covers where
I take a lead. I' m not a great
guitar player; I' m a real good
rhythm guitar player. If I had
something to say as a soloist , if I
was a Jeff Beck , I would "work
solos into a lot of the songs. By
and large we would rat her just
concentrate on perfecting the
song, havin g an interestin g bridge.
Wolff : I saw you at the CapilaCenter in DC last august opening
for the Police , and compared t o
last Friday night at UMO:..
Buck: It was boring; we were just
bored. It was the closest I've come
to punching a clock as far as playing. The audience doesn 't care;
there 's five people giving you the
finger during the whole set.
What' s the point? You know , I
j ust don 't care. If that 's wha t it
takes t o sell record s, then for get
it. So this tour is our reaction to
that; we're havin g fun playing. I
trus t your audiences have enou gh
brains to not be upset when we
play songs t hey haven 't heard
before.
The concer t got off t o a decent
start ; However , halfwa y t hrou gh
the show , Pe t er 's temper broke.
Three Colby students , one a DKE ,
giving him the finger and verbally taun ting him t hrou ghou t t he
show . Durin g a slow song, their
bad gerin gs and caj ols became far
t op dist urbin g for t he band' s concentration. As a result , Michael
stopped singing and stepped back;
Pe t er broke in t o an gr y disonan t
feedback while Mich ael t hrew
himself into the aud ience. The rest
of t he band lef t, the stage, and
later returned for a shortened set.
Af t er t he show , Peter commen t ed: "We have nothin g
against the audien ce or Colby in
general , bu t t here 's always a few
assholes in ever y crowd . I only
wish they had been man enough
to stick around aft erward ."

• But ler

loudly and with great clarity , he
tended t o rush his lines due , most
probably, to nerves. Ha ppily, he
overcame this problem by the second act and finished strongly. If
he hadn 't corrected himsel f, the
play might well have lost it 's appeal, as Wolfman 's par t was one
of the more humorous in the
show. Thou gh his mannerisms required no change, the improvement really showed through.
*
Director Derek Tarson has
fullfilled his obligation , which
(jud ging from the applause) was
evidently a pleasure for him, The
acting woii clean , the script was genuinely funny, and the audience
enjoyed the show tremendously.
What' s next , Powder and Wig?
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by John Pro rock
Whatever happened to the campus activists and ra dicals of
the 1960's who were so desperately anti-establishmen t and
cynical? Well , some of them have become the establishment .
They have assumed their portion of responsib ilities in the adult
world. They have become middle class Americans concerne d
with survival and success in today 's society. They are the subject of Lawrence Kasdan 's splendid film "The Big Chill" . The
film boasts a young and exceptional cast led by William Hurt
(ALTERED STATES and BODY HEAT) and Glenn Close
(THE WORLD ACORDING TO GARP), plus a clever and
examining script , and superb direction.
Kasd an presents seven reuni ted college friends who protested , march ed and loved during the turbulent 60's. Their
cause for reunion is the suicide of their close friend and comrad e. The ideals of their youth ha\e been replace by the worries, frustrations , and burden s of adulthood. Their gatherin g
serves as an opportunity for re-evahiation and future consideration. Some relics of t he 60's survive the weekend like music
and drugs , but the realities and duties of the present day continually invade their efforts and memories. Such thin gs include
death , aging, love, success and failure. Accordin g t o Kasdan ,
only one tangible and permanent object truly remains and
flourishes continuall y from the disru pt ive years of their youth.
It provides the warmth to combat the big chill of the outside
world . It is their shared love and friendship. If any of the sixty ish idealism remain s, i t is t otally concen tra ted on this belief.
The entire construction and cast of "The Big Chill " are admirable. It easily transcends most recent adult comedies and
movies. Its balance between material and execution is flawless.
Kasdan allows the characters to unfold before our eyes naturally and with great tenderness. Moments and emotions evolve
on screen , ra ther than being placed. Occasionally, the
charac ters film each other with a video cassettee camera addin g a documen tary feel t o t he intros pect ive na tur e of t he film.
C ha rac te rs prob e and j oke wi t h each ot her and t h en ob serve
t hemselve s on film. I t is a marvelousl y crea t ive mean s of
charac t er exp ression and develo pmen t .
"The Big Chill" is obviously one of the years best. It pro vides the opportunity for our generation to both look at
ano ther generation trying to cope with its lost youth and infringing adulthood , and spurs us to think about our own situat ions , ho p es , dreams , and future. It is one of those rare films
t ha t shouldn 't be missed or seen once.

• REM pro blems
an gry heckler wrong in his statements of R.E.M. 's inabili ty to play
rock and roll.
This in t erru pt ion , in addi tion to R.E.M. 's lack of in t erac t ion wi t h
t he crowd t hrou ghou t t he en t ire show , led t o much of t he crowd
bein g lost and consequently leaving early. For those who stayed ,
a recom poscd St i pe bel t ed ou t t wo slow son gs before j um p in g in t o
the final song of the evening, "Radio Free Euro pe. " Despite persistent cheering and applause R.E.M. would not play an encore.
The house lights went up and the show was over.
Wha tever xhe unrefined details , stipe s comatose appearance , or
Buck' s an ger , the ' talent of the four musicians shone through. The
performance was tainted by too many rough edges . There were long
pauses between songs with little or no contact with the crowd . The
audience seemed aliena ted and much of the appeal of the band was
lost in this lack of communications. Taking more songs from the
E.P. CHRONIC TOWN and unrelcased material than from the
popular and be tt er known LP , MURMUR , also weakened the
audience- band ra pport. The relative unfamiliarity of the material
hur t the responsiveness of the crowd.
The music sounded as good as one could expect considering the
acoustical limitations of Wadsworth Gymnasium. The weakness lay
in R.E.M. 's attitude not their ability. The Georgians were skilled
at their craft but just did not seem keyed up for the performance .
The band is youn g and has time to grow , The potential for future
performances of better quality is there. It seemed simply to be an
off nigh t for R.E.M. The energy put into Buck' s temper channeled
towards the performance compiled with a more lively Stipe could
have made a difference between a good performance lacking
organiza tion and audience rapport and an all out riveting live show.
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Many events characterized Homecoming Weekend.
Clockwise from top: Suzanne Stahl was one of
many spectators at the football game trying to
keep warm. LET'S ACTIVE leader Mitch Easter,
also the producer of R.E.M., warmed up the crowd
for the main attraction at Saturday 's concert. B.
WILLIE SMITH was too f ifties ' oriented to excite
the audience. Francis Kelly (number 23) ran 106 .
yards in the football game and made two
touchdowns for Colby. President Cotter and professor Reuman were among the alumni, faculty,
and student spectators at the Homecoming game.
Halftime hosted a parade of dorm-made floats In
competition for Best Overall and Most Original.
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Passkey's First in its Class
Why? Instant cash withdrawals, deposits, account transfers, even
balance inquiries all at the push of a button, 24 hours a day,
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365 days a year.

And best of all, Passkey's free with any checking account at any
Depositors or Canal office.
. ...
Membe r F lDC
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Water Street , Watervill e

Rock & Roll 6 Nights a Week!
Colby Special: Admission reg. $1, FREE w/ Colby ID
Admission reg. $2 or more, Vz price w/ Colby ID

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Thurs. Night: Buffalo Chip Tea

Before 9pm-. no admission charge
, After 9pm- $1 admission w/ Colby ID
$3 large pitchers of Bud or Bud Light

M.B .A.

Fri & Sat : Buffalo Chip Tf?a

Before 9pm- $1 admission w/ Colby ID
After 9jim- $1*° admission w/ Colby ID

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited

Come to our meetings to hear about our M.B.A. and
Ph.D. Programs and to ask any questions about the
curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career opportunities available in the following fields of management:
Health Administration
Finance
Economics
Public and NonProfit
Human Resources
Markctiiig
Management Science
Accounting
General Management
Policy

Thursday, October 27, 1983

Contact Career Planning for Sign-Ups
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Sun. Night: -§kj*igh-

No admission charge w/ Colby ID
$3 lar ge pitchers of Bud & Bud Light

Tue . Night: .Skyhigh
_____

Wed. Night: -Rick Pmn ette Band

"*

No admission charge all ni ght
2 for 1 drink specials 8-9pm
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No admission charge w/ Colby ID
,75° drafts
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Come Dance Your Bunn s Off!
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Mens soccer sizzles
by Tim Bonang

Colb y ' s main offensive t hrea t is Marc Burke , who
scored _. goals against USM.

Colby Soccer put together some explosive offense to go with their
already tough defense , and the result was a clean sweep of three
opponents as the Mules upped their record . to a very respectable
(6-3-2).
On Tuesday the Colby booters displayed some incredible firepower as they dealt a tired Husson College team a 5-0 loss on a windy
Loebs Field . Husson , who only carries 14 players , could not keep
up wit h the Mules overall t eam quickne ss throu gh the course of an
hour and a half and suffered some fateful defensive woes in the
process.
Colby started the barrage right off the bat when Brian Guarnotta snuck behind the Husson defense . The sophomore forward
brou ght the ball t o the end line , drew the goalie t owards him and
chi ppe d over the goalie 's head t o a waiting Marc Burke , who headed it in. The score came at 12:31 of the first half.
Colby continued to dominate the game getting loads of shots, but
not really testing the goalie. At 39:50 Burke came through with
number 2. The Husson goalie made the mis take of comin g way out
-eof the goal to stop a long pass. He did make the save but a stireake ing Burke pick-pocketed the Husson keeper and slammed it in.
3 "Marc the Magnificent" completed his hat trick with four minutes
s left in the half , as Ouarno tta chipped left to right across the penalh ty area to the everpresent Burke who beat the goalie again, Colby 3-0.
¦^ The second half was pretty much the same as the first. Ricardo
jj Sieveking put in the first goal of the second half 'for Colby when
~ thc Mule seconds finally converted their umpteenth rush to the goal.
Sievekin g had t aken a t hrou gh pass from Paul Swar t z for t he score
.
at 25:00.
Swar tz got the fif th and final goal of t he game, takin g a pass from

Rich Calichman , who busted through a knot of people , stole the
ball and hit Swartz who nudged it in.
Colby finished with a 21-1 1 shot advantage , and an 8-3 corner
kick lead. Keepers Tim McCrystal and Jeff King shut oiit Husson ,
combining to make 8 saves.
On Thursday the Mules participated in an old-fashioned shootout
and ended up on top of University of "Southern Maine by a score
of 5-3 7 ,
Colby started off the scoring at 1:30 of the first half when Burke
slid the ball between two out-of-position USM defenders to Ouar<
notta for the tally.
Colby went up 2-0 when Captain Tim Crowley trapped a ball that
had bounced to the left side and chipped a shot that fooled the
Huskies keeper , who was off balance , and found its mark in the
top right hand corner of the net at 43:30.
USM closed the first half down 2-1 as Craig Watson slithered
through two Colby fullbacks and beat McCrystal.
Colby opened the second half scoring again this time oh a textbook perfect goal. Guarnotta nailed Paul Swartz with a pin-point
pass as the forward cut into the goal mouth andvheaded it in.
Bill Duncombe made it 4-1 at 17:00 of the second on a beautiful
set-up by Peter Vigue. Vigue got control of the ball just outside the
penalty area and wai ted for a p ack of USM defenders t o s tampede
towards him before arching a pass over them to Duncombe who
showed a nice left foot in picking up the goal.
Bill Leblanc got t he Huskies their second goal at the 39:00 minute
mark. At this point the referees lost total control of the game as
tempers flared and overly physical soccer prevailed. .
Burke made it 5-2 on an indirect kick with 4 minutes left.
Calichman t app ed t he ball lef t of USM's defensive wall and Burke
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Banta ms hash Colby
by Paul Mooney
"Well ," joked one onlooking
Colb y foo t ball p ar t isan af t er

Saturday 's 49-15 homecoming
loss t o Trini ty, "We domina t ed
t he beginnin g of t he game and t he
end. Now all we have to worry
abou t is the middle. " Al t hou gh
the Mules opened the scoring
before 3 ,500 fans at Seaverns
field , and closed it before considerably fewer , they also allowed seven consecutive touchdowns
in t he in t erim as Trini t y rolled t o
its third straight victory while Colby dro pped its fourth in a row.

The Bantam offense , led by allAmerican quarterback cand idate
Joe Shield and his favori te tar get,
receiver Tim MacNamara , scored
ova for ty points for the thir d consecutive week and gained 676
yards , Shield , who accounted for
393 of those yards throu gh the air ,
completed 17 of 22 passes includin g a touchdown and an interception. MacNamara made
seven receptions for 130 yards and
a touchdown.
The 321 yards gained by the
Colby offense was the most given
up by Trini ty in three Barnes. Running backs Francis Kelley and
Peter Dooling combined for 223
of Colby 's 272 rushing yards , and
Dooling's 117 was a Mule single
game season high. The quarter-

backs , Ricci and Kemble y, shared
dut ies and t hrew for a t o tal of 49
y ards on four com p let ions in 14
attempts.

Colb y scored firs t in t he game
on an impr essive 74 yard , 7 play
drive t hat culmina t ed in a 13 yard
t ouchdow n run by Kelle y wi t h
6:32 remainin g in the first quarter.
The drive was aided by a key t hird
down and a six conversion in
which Ricci rolled left and hit Andy Sennett for an 18 yard completion, On the ensuing play, Dooling ran a sweep 33 yards to the
Trini ty 24, and two plays later
Kelley scored. The extr a point
gave Colby a 7-0 lead .
Trini ty 's nex t possession ended
wh en Tom Valino te intercepted a
pass intended for MacNamara,
but Colby was unable to capitalize
and was forced to punt. Shield
then led Trinity '64 yards for a
touchdown , tying the score. From
that point the Bantams reeled off
six more unanswered t ouchdowns
until , with 3:27 left to play in the
game , Andy. Spirit , recovered a
Trinity fumble at the Colby four
yard line. The offense responded ,
and Jay Kemble capped off a 96
yard scoring drive when he found
Stephen McHugh open in the endzone with no time remainin g, and
completed the eleven yard pass for
a touchdown. The completion was

t he Mules ' firs t of the half , and
it made the score 49-15 after the
t wo p oin t conversion.
Despit e t he final score , head
coach Chris Ray mond saw some
cause for optimism. "The pas t
t hree weeks , " he said af t er t he
game , "our players took turns
makin g mistakes. This week they
took turns making big plays. "
Concernin g the quarterback situat ion , Raymond was concerned but
positive , no t ing t hat t he Mules
could not go to the pass with comp let e confidence as a few poor
passing plays earlier in the game
forced Colby to run the ball more .
But, he added , "bo th quarterbacks arc improving each week ,
and t hey're starting to make the
ri ght decisions most of the time.
It 's a new offense , ant they 're still
learnin g. "
Next week's game against Middlebury should be more evenly
matched than Colby 's past four
games , in which Mule opponents
have a combined recored of 14-3.
And the Mules are not ready to
give up on the season. "Team
mora le is still hi^h," assured wide
receiver Dana Hanley. "We're not
going to roll over for any team .
If they expect us to, they 'll be in
for a suprise. " Raymond echoed
this sentiment , and added ,"it
takes more than fou r games to
come bock from four losing
years. "

Francis Kelly gives Colby a 7-0 lead from his 13 yard run for the flrat
touchdown of tho game.

SPORTS THIS WEEK
Friday, October 21
Women ' s Soccer-Colby-Sawyer

H

4:00

Patrice Galvin
and Leslie
Melcher
dominate Colby
offense in last
week's game
against Bates.

Friday-Sunday, October 21-23
Women ' s Tennis-New Englands

A

Saturday, October 22
FootbalUMiddlebury
Men ' s Soccer--M IT
Women ' s Field Hockey--UM PI
Women ' s Cross Co u nt ry -M A IAW at Bate s
Women 's " B" Soccer~UMM
_

H
A
A
A
H

~

1:30

2:00
2:00
1:00

2:00

Tuesday , October 25
Women ' s Field Hockey-UMO
Women ' s " B'Tield Hockey--UMO

H
H

3:00
4:00

A

3:00

Wednesday, October 26
Men ' s Soccer--UMF

r_

____^30___E____0_____|

BC blanks Colby
By Norma Delaney

The Colby Women's Soccer
t eam ex t ended it s 1983 season
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record to 3-4-1 with a 3-0 loss to
Boston College this past Saturday.
Bost on College, ranked 3rd in
New England and 9th in the nat ion, was defina tely the favored
team in the match up. Although
ihey ruled offensively due to their
greater sp eed and skill, t he Mules
played quite a strong defensive
game.

In t he goal fo Colby, soppomores Molly Couch and Kelly
Malloy played an int ense game
comba ting the tough Boston College offensive drive. Other key
defensive players for the game
were senior co-captain Mary
Whi t e , so p homore Mar y
Needham, freshman Marianne
McDonald and j unior Carol
Simon. Also, sophomore Jenny
Est es had one of her best games
at defense.
Now , wit h only t wo weeks left

in t he season, t he Mules are|
prep aring t o revenge t heir earlier

loss to Bowdoin during a re-match 1
on the 19th. Bowdoin , ranked .
1 0t h inNew England, would be aj
key win for the Mules. According
t o Coach P arlin, "We need to
bea t Bowdoin and to keep winning to make the play offs. "

Also coming up int he women's
soccer season is t heir last home
game, against Colby Sawy er on
Friday, October 21.
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Two state doubles titles
for womens tennis
by Bob Aube

Colby 's women 's tennis team

failed in their att empt t o reca pt ure

the state championship last
weekend at Ba tes, but they did
manage to garner two state doub
les crowns. As a t eam , they placed third in the four-way tournament , finishing behind Bowdoin
and Bates respectively. However ,
Norma Delaney and Wendy

Neville copped the title in first
doubles , and Krissie Ralff and
Erin Borgeson won in third
doubles.

Las t Thursda y, UNH beat Colby to drop the Mules ' regular
season record to 5-3. In the process, the Division One Wildcats
continued their mastery over Colby. The week before that , Colby

went 2-1 in three road mat ches.
The y scored victories ovei
Wheaton and UMO before bowing to Bowd oin. They had a
chance t o aven ge t ha t def eat and
assure themselves of a winnin g
season when t hey fa ced t he P olar
Bear s Tuesday in their last home
match of the year. The match was
also their final preparation for the
NewEnglands ' this Friday through
Sunday.

The U.S. Government
•
.
,
Printing Office has put
together a new catalog of the
Government's bestselling
books. Books like The Space
*
Shuttle at Work, Cutting
_0^^_H^_P
Energy Costs , Infant Care ,
^H ft B
j pfti fl
National Park Guide and
M
«_*-_!#%#•
l^aiaiog
W0W #*
Federal
Benefits
for
r
a
«
Map ,
Post pff^e Box 3™0°o
Veterans and Dependents,
MMJ fe fl&#
Washington , D.C. 20013
The Back-Yard Mechanic ,
0
| |»
|
Merchandis ing YourJob
junto"™" iSbb ^
The Mules swept by the University of Southern Maine last Thursday in a 5-3
victory.

about. Send for your free
catalog.
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i Old Milwaukee
Bar Bottles
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McCr yst al had seven saves t o t en
for USM' s goalie tandem.
On Saturday, Connecticut College fell 3-0. Details will be included in the next issue.

'"

Opponents for this week include Maine Mari time Academy
and MIT as the Mules look to ext end t heir winnin g st reak and pick
up a playoff birth in the pro cess.

DAVID MATHIEU Co. Inc. Auto Body Shop

Allen St., Waterville, Maine
(off College Ave.)
Tel. 872-5518
Specializing in alignment
¦
and unit body repair on all makes Import or domestic
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smashed one that the USM goalie
didn 't have a chance at stopping .
USM completed the scoring
wit h two minu tes left as Crai g
Watson scored on a looping cross .
Colby outshot USM 17-14 and

h'n8

'
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• Soccer wins three

[ Dunh am's of Maine

Busch, Pabst
'

The Colby hockey team is looking for an ener get ic, enthusiastic
mana ger who could be responsible for games and pr actices.
Please contact Coach G oule t at
extension 236S.
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Full season ski pass $185
Special price ends
Monday TO/3 1
Prices the n go up to $250

Try the
ECHO staf f !

Remember: A t $21 a day , i t t ake s onl y 9
ski days to pay for your season pass.
Ted Jenkins
Averill 315
Ext. 2J.09
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Third for men

Women place eighth

by David Rocco
Jenkins ran superbly, runningthe
individually most impressive race
Competing at Amherst College
At the first official NESCAC in 25:04, with Kevin Farley right for the NESCAC Championships,
team championship meet, the behind in 25:07, Kevin Coyle, a much fatigued Colby women's
men's cross country team placed 25:30 and Mike Misner, 25:38, cross country placed eight h
third behind winner Bates Col- rounded out Colby's entrants in overall with a score of 192. With
lege; and runnerup, Williams. The the meet.
eleven teams participating in the
meet,, previously an individual
event, Middlebury took first with
The seven man squad, chosen 41 points and Bates a close second
championship , began for the first
time this year to award a team ti- by Coach Wescott to represent with 69.
de. The NESCACconference now Colby at the meet , was selected
Despite the optimal fall weather
officially recognizes team com- upon the basis of previous.perfor- many of Colby 's runners were a
petitio n, something coaches have mances this season. Coach
bit run down going into-the meet.
been doing unofficially, for years. Wescott noted that he had a dif- Deb Lindbery, running first for
The majority of coaches felt the ficult time selecting the number Colby, was somewhat disapdecision to award a team trophy six and seven men due to the fierce pointed with her 22nd place. She
is the first step in modernizing. competition within the team for did , however, run a respectable
lorn Pickering again led the those positions. Hans Hagen did time of 18:52. Kris Giblin, returharriers with a third place .finish not compete because of a bruised ning after several weeks of rest,
overall in a time of 23:59 over the knee and Coach Wescott believes was concerned about racing on
4.8 mile undulating course con- . that if Hagen had been fit, the Saturday. Coach Janet MacColl
sisti n g of fields, pavement, and team title would have been close- Price wanted Kris to essentially
wood trails. Art Feeley placed ly contested between Bates and settle into a comfortable pace,
ninth in a time of 24:29; outkick- Colby. The thin dads have two feeling the race out and not woring Jamie Goodberlet of Bates, a weeks of f until the State of Maine rying much about her time or
4:09 miler; in the last 75 yards. Championships, where they will
Phil Thorton placed twenty-first be looking to avenge losses to
in a time of 25:01. Freshman Bill both UMO and Bates.
by Andrew Sheehan

place. Giblin - ran strongly.
Finishingwith a time of 19:22 and
30th place.
Freshman Jeanne Guild was
Colby 's third runner in with a
time of 19:53 and 40th place.
Prigge, also feeling the effects of
a hard week, ran a respectable
race in a time of 20:22 to finish
48th place. Daryl Agney and Debbie Scanlon worked in the last
mile together taking 52nd and
53rd (20:38, 20:39) places respectively. Rachel Brandzel suffering
from a cold was disappointed also
with her race despite finishing a
decent 61st with a time of 21:08.
.Coach Price feels that Colby 's
runners are running consistently,
however,-the team 's progress has
been canvassed by an increase in
the quality of competition. Pluch
cites Lindburgh who although
much improved over last year
placed a deceiving 22nd this past
weekend. .
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Head Coach Chris Ray mond has hi gh hopes for
Col by.

Field hockey shuts
out UMF

With its only previous victory
coming on a forfeit , Women's
Field Hockey came up with its
fi rst earned victory of the season
nipping UMF 1-0. The game's only tally came five minutes into the
second half when Robin Blanchard scored on a corner play,
assisted by Liz Seelbn. Coach
Debbie Pluck saw the game as a
team effort and noted Colby 's
consistent play over the past two
contests.
Prior to UMF, the Mules matched with Gordon College and

_______

Plymouth State, were dumped
twice by scores of 5-1 and 1-0
respectively. In the Gordon game,
Colby 's lone goal was tallied by
none other than Robin Blanchard
assisted by Karen Suzuchny.
Despite their 2-7 record the
Mules are 2-1 in state play and can
qualify for the State tourney consisting of four teams. This places
a huge importance on yesterday 's
game against Bowdoin. The
women next battle UMPI away on
Saturday at 2:00.
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MondaleV platform and Reaga n's speech and computers
by Maxwell Glen and Cody
Shearer
WASHI NGTON- Barely two
months ago, Rober t Pastor visited
I nterior Minis t er Toma s Bor ge

was unofficially representing a
U.S. presidential candidat e,
W alter Mondale. «
Unfortunately, it' s too soon to
conclude t ha t a Mondale
presi denc y w ould h erald a

and other Nicara guan officials in

Mana gua durin g a fact-finding exthrou gh Central
pedition
America. P as t or 's visit was
somewhat extrao rdinary, since the
University of Mar yland researcher

From fhe Editors

Denial of grants wron g
- . Two students at Colby are being denied federal funds because they
have not registered for the draft.
This sudden withdrawal of money is the result of the SolomanHaikowa Amendment, which is patently unfair , sexist and which
discriminates against the poor, as well. It is sexist because only males
are affected. It discriminates against the poor because those in the
upper economic brackets need not take out loans in order to go to *
college, and so have no sanction against them. It is unfair because
it condemns those who refuse to register without due process of the
law.
Clearly, Colby 's administration is stuck between a rock and a hard
place, for it cannot break the law, but , in this case, neither can it
condone the law. Wisely, they have chosen to offer alternative loans
to non-registrants affected by the new amendment. Colby should
continue to do so, and should offer all support possible to efforts
to overturn the law.
The Supreme Court may find the SolomanrHaikowa Amendement
unconstitutional, but it may not. And if it does not , we should all
be prepared to protest that decision until the amendment is defeated*

drama tic departure from current
U.S. policies in Central America.
Though Mondale seems to advocate a more "concilia t or y" approach to leftist forces in the
region , his selection of counselors
has given reason for doubt.
Mondale . campaign rhetoric
has favored di p lomac y over
belligerence. Like most of his
competit ors for the Democra t ic
nomina t ion , he has adv ocat ed
direct talks with- El Salvador 's
guerrilla s and denounced covert
U.S. aid for anti-Sandinista "contras. " Accordin g t o one adviser ,
Mondale would show more
res p ect than R eagan for bo t h t he
Con tadora grou p's efforts and
congres sional linka ge of forei gn
assis tance and human ri ghts .
For guidance , Mondale has
turned to Pastor , a deputy to
former na t ional securi ty* adviser
Zbigmew Brzezinski , and exassistant secretary of state Viron
"Pete " Vaky. Both men would
likel y mana ge La t in Ameri can
policy
in
a
Mondale
adminis tration-though , one
senior House commi tt ee aide said ,
not always in concert .
Hence , Mondal e's emer gin g
Cen tral American policies ma y b e
vulnerable to what might be called " t h e Brzezinski fac t or ," named af ter the hard-line and
domineerin g former Carter aide.

One of t he more con t roversial
face ts of Colby 's academic p olicy
is t ha t of a st uden t takin g t he t wo
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President Reagan 's Sept. 24
speech on the Korean Air Lines
disaster , broadcast via the Voice
of America , was , for The Financial Times of London 's Tokyo
correspondent , Jurek Martin ,
symptomatic of VGA's metamorphosis into "no more than a
cheap
instrument
of
or onaeanda. "
"VOA is being forced down by
its own hand to depths hitherto
the unique preserves of Radio
Moscow and Pyongyang, " wrote
Martin , "...it is stuffed with antiSovi et dia t ribes and homilies on
the superior way of American
life...(The VOA) is doing the U.S.
no servic e in a world community
which has a far deeper appreciation of U.S. values.. .than the current American regime seems to
unders tand. "
So mu ch for the electronic battlefield. In a study on "computer
survivabili ty "
for
t he
Washington , D.C.-based National
Defen se Universi ty, Col. Richard

Deba stiani found tha t computer
opera t ors would be unable to
mani pula te their machines "effect ively in ... chemical pro t ect ive
gear. " Moreover , the author
warned , "current shelter designs
lack ade qua t e pro tect ion agains t
(a nuclear , chemi c al and
biological) threat. "

Good News for Republicans:
Four out of five voters under 24
cannot name a single candidate
for the Democra t ic presiden t ial
nomina tion , according to a recent
ABC News poll. Among voters
aged 24 to 29, t he p ercen t a ge is
only slightly better-two in three.
O nly amon g vo t er s over 60 was a
majority able to name a single
candida t e.

It appears that the Rea gan ad-

mins t ra t ion has done wha t two
y ears , a million dollars and half

of Congress could not.
In 1981 , t he Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) required used-

On simultaneous courses
John Makiver
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If Brzezinskrs proteges gain the
upp er hand in forei gn policy as
they did in the Carter administration , Washin gt on may chan ge it s
steps, bu t not its par tners , in Central America.

>

toward the ad ministration 's
system of justice. In the past few
years many students have greatly
suffered for their mistake , bu t it
is now bein g asked if whe t her or
not there may have been a mutual
crime commit ted on both the part
of the ndminstrat ion and the accused student. Did the administration do everythin g in its power to
prevent the student from signing
up for two concurrent classes, and
did the accused do all that they
could have dope to answer any
ques tions of doubt that they may
have had prior to the first day of

classes?

Two major parts to this vehemen t controversy arc the quest ions of an y ignorance on t he p ar t
of t he st uden t s t o a knowled ge of
t he rule , and whether or not the

adminis t ra t ion clearly ou t lined it

for them. On page forty-eight of
t he 1982 ca t alo gue it reads ," ...nor
may a student register for two
courses scheduled to meet concurrently. " Clearly there is no question of ambiguity here , bu t how
many students can honestly recall
havin g read t his?
On the othcrhand ingnorancc
of the law is no excuse. Perhaps
a freshman or sophomore could
hones tly make the mistake but
could a junio r or a senior? After
all , who 's kiddin g whom?
However , t he charac t er of t he
adminis t ra t ion is no t wi t hou t i t s
blemishes. There has been much
deba te over the time period that
the administration takes for
unveilin g the students in question.
Procras tination that leads into the
latter part of the semester could
be disas terous for a senior who
might need the credits in order to
graduate. Suppose a second
semester senior wns caught pairin g up two courses at the same

time? Wheth er he did it intent ionall y or no t , his ho p es for
gradua t in g would be sha tt ered
because it would be t oo lat e for
him to switch into another class.
However if t he school com p u t er
cau gh t t he error p rior t o t he
course chan ge deadline , our lax
senior would be saved.
Never t heless , school p olicy is
school p licy , and it should be
respectd and not challenged by the
student body. Any individual who
finds himself contemplating such
an infrac t ion should call u p on his
own sense of ri gh t and wron g t o
steer him clear. Anyone who hod
any doub ts about the validity of
such an ac t, and who had a clear
conscience, , would take the appropriate measures to clarify his
confusion; failure to do so would
only underline the student' s confession of guilt ,
Toda y the issue hns received
enou gh press to declare it
thorou ghly acknowledged by nil
st uden t s, bu t what about the
students of yesterday who wer e
cau ght violating the rule? Is it fair
to subjec t them to the penance of
the adminis tration even tho ugh
their hands were also found dir ty
from the affair?

In pe rspective

The drawback of achieving diveilsity
by Michael Heel
Academic excellence is a-goal of all higher educational institutions. Colby is no exception. As a liberal arts institution, the college succeeds in exposing its students to all aspects of learning. The
major vehicle for achieving this goal is the utilization of area requirements. Although the goal of exposing students to all disciplines
of learning is an admirable one, the method by which this diversity
is achieved is certainly less than perfect.
A typical student entering Colby must devote as many as 40 credit
hours to fulfilling academic requirements-that is one-third of a student's Colby career. Correspondingly, one-third of a students
cumulative grade point average is dependent upon the students ' performance in these requirements. Frustrated students have attempted to organize a drive to dump Colby 's area requirements. While
the thinking behind such a stance is understandable, this approach
would not be a viable one for Colby.
Colby's requirements are divided into two groups: area requirements and overall requirements. The infamous area requirements, two classes from each of the divisions of Natural
Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities, are "one-shot deals,"
with the student electing courses of his/her choice for a semester
at a time. The overall requirements- two years of a foreign language
and a year of english, or the equivalent- permit less freedom and
require more of a commitment of the student.
The difference between area requirements and overall requirements
extends further than the time demands placed upon the student.
Whereas area requirements exist to help develop a students ' individual diversity , the primary focus of overall requirements is to
give all Colby students a common background in languages. In
idealistic terms, graduating entire classes of individuals literate in
a foreign language is admirable; in practical terms, such a demand
causes much unneeded anxiety.
This is not to say that the language requirement, or any other

requirement, should be eliminated. Clearly, the system of area requirements ensures that students will at least dabble in areas outside their interests, and be able to do so without severely damaging
their own grade point averages. No substantive agrument exists to
eliminate area requirements. The language requirement, in particular,
however, must be brought into question. UrtJike area requirements,
the language requirement is a four semes-er commitment- a commitment many students would not normally make. Most students
do not mind the area requirements/because the choices open to
students are varied in each academic division. With languages,
however, the opportunities are not so varied. Rather, the additional
burden of the extended commitment is ohen worrisome to individuals who are not talented in languages. Whereas a Spanish major
"suffers" through biology for one semester, a biology major must
endure Spanish for four semesters. Something is amiss...
Clearly, the language requirement in particular is damaging to
the GPA's of many Colby students. The following sample transcripts
of a biology major depict the unique problem languages present to
those who are not talented in foreign language study. The first
transcript is from first semester, freshman year; the second is from

. second semester soohomore vear:

GO 11 - 4 cr. - C
*GM 121 - 4 cr. - D
Bl 121 - 4 cr. - AEN 115 - 3 cr. - BSemester GPA 5 1.78
Semester GPA minus language3 2.25
CH 142 - 4 cr. B
Bl 272 -4 cr. A*GM 124 - 4 cr. D'
EN 222 - 3 cr. B
Semester GPA5 2.56
'Semester GPA minus language 5 3.25
In this student's case, the language requirement meant the difference between academic probation and a satisfactory semester

freshman year; the following year, it meant the difference between
a successful dean's list semester, and a satisfactory term. In addition, note also that the social science requirement- in this case the
student opted government his freshman year- negatively affected
the student's GPA for one semester only .
This example is a contrived one, but many students here will argue
that such an example is familiar and common.
As a student who placed out of the foreign language requirement,
I feel lucky to have saved myself the anxieties that many of my
friends have experienced , and still are experiencing . At the' same
time, I believe I've been given an academic advantage over the
students who did not place out, as I've been able to devote energies
to courses I enjoy, and thereby do well in , while my peers trudge
through their language requirement, some barely passing.
Certainly Colby's present language requirement system is an unfair one. Students here are being academically penalized for their
high schools' inadequacies in the field of foreign languages. It is
not unreasonable to require that every student have a working
knowledge of a foreign language; it is, however, unreasonable to
grade a student fulfilling this requirement.
Thus, I recommend that the language requirement at Colby be
retained , but converted to a pass/fail system. Unquestionably, the
language requirement is the most difficult and challenging requirement for most students to fulfill . Placement exams complicate the
system, as some students simply "throw" the exam to get into an
easier (safer gradewise) section. Changing the language requirement
to a pass/fail system would not diminish the goals of the college
to educate; it would , however, relieve the pressures of the present
graded system. I know too many students who risk or experience
academic probation because of their language requirement- a course
of study difficult for them and one they ordinarily would not choose.
Becauseof the unique weight that a language has in a students' grade
point average (in the first two years, it can make up as much as
15 percent of the students' GPA) , and
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letters -

Concern that changes in f raternal system may come f r om top down
Dear P residen t Cott er:
I am writing to express my concerns over t he impendin g chan ges
in fr aternities and housing about
to be made at Colby. My initial
feelings for the administration 's
approach to these changes were
galling. My feelings have since
grown to indignation. A letter sent
to you by Mr. Neill P. McCormack and published in the ECHO
on October 13, 1983 encapsulated
my sentiments.
Mr. McCormack addressed the
administration 's predecision
abou t the future of Colby fraternities . What Mr. McCormack
means is that decisions are coming from the top, down. In one of
my classes we are studying the
consequences of this form of deci-

sion makin g. Governments and
ad minis t ra tions who wield power
in this mann er are called
t otali tarian .
The fraternity issue arose
because of dismay for the system's
sexist and exclusive nat ure . I
w ould like t o addr ess bot h issues.
In terms of sexism, the adminisration is punishing fraternities for
a lack of planning on the administration 's part. I don ont expect there would be a cry of sexism if fraternitie s were not in the
most "desirable " location . I
wonder would there be a debate
if fraterni ties were on the other
side of cam pus ? F ur thermore ,
sexism is a har sh word . To wh at
extent are fra ter nities denying
women the rights of life, liberty,
and the pursui t of happiness? I

believe they, do to a lesser extent
than does society at lar ge. I n
te rms of exclusivi ty, the fraternities
are
again
being
misrepresented . All structures of
society set entrance requirements.
For example , colleges have entrance requirements , athletic
teams have requirements , school
choir s limit entrance to those
lucky enough to have a natural
gift to sing , the corporate world
accepts only men and women who
will provide an appropriate image.
United States citizens elect an elite
group to sit in Congress , our nation 's most exclusive structure ,
special interest housing admits
those maintaining their interest ,
and fraternities extend bids to
those interested in fraternities.
Because the roles of the frater-

nities in Colby's academic life has

recently come under scrutiny, . !
will try to address this issue. When
applying to Colby .my interest in
the school's academi cs was limited
to Colby 's achievements in the
classroom and career placemen t .
My original sentiments continue.
I do not tak e a complet ely holist ic
approach to life and I believe that
in this , I am anot alone. In
peoples ' lives there are different
places for work , recreation ,
education , athletics , and social
life. Why then must Colby 's appraoch to educaiton be holistic
and have we determined th is is the
best approach? My dorm itory
does not fulfill any academic role
at Colby and I don 't feel that it
should . My dorm is a place for
"me": it is where I can relax and

get away from academic
pressures. I don 't want a pursuit
at holistic educa t ion intervening in
my private life and I know many
students who have similar feelings. Therefore , why must fraternit ies fulfill an academic role a t
Colby for their existence.

Finall y, what benefit will it be
to Colby to amend the .current
fraternity situation? I need not remind you that admissions at Colby is increasingl y competitive and
that fund raising effort s are
booming. Colby is on the move !
Ma ybe we are 50 succesful
because we are the epitom e of a
New England liberal arts college
experience. Studen ts ar e att rac t ed
to Colby because they have a
sense of autonomy and identit y.

Colby maintains a warm friendly
atmosphere where students , faculty and adminis t ra t ion min gle t o
enj oy one ano ther. However , .tension is mounting. Students
perceive a totalitarian appraoch to
the fraternity issue. If fraternity
life is to be amended , let that
move come in its own time and at
the initiation of students . Don't
make a mockery of our liberal arts
experience by forcing the adminis t ra t ion 's and facul ty 's opini ons upon us and t hereb y doin g
irrec oncilable dama ge t o Colby by
destroying its aura of friendliness.
Sincerely,
J. Joseph Bercera

Faculty vote on f r aternities unfair to both sides
To the Editor:
Perhaps one should not be too
surprised by the outcome of the
facul ty vote on fra t erni t ies and
sorori ties... It was , t o some
degree , expected. One should be,
I think , surprised and disapp oin ted b y t he way t he issue was
discussed. The vote was taken
before many facul ty were given a
chance t o speak ; the decision t o
do this was made by the group .
Clearly, imp ro per behavior was
shown. It was unfair to those who
felt they had somethin g t_ say. It
was unfair to those -who wan t

BAR

ope n
t he

listen to something that we agree
with and find interes t ing. Bu t a t
the basis of an academ y is the
princi p le tha t even ideas t ha t we
dislike are in trinsicall y valuable
and should not be suppressed.
The test of this principle , t hen ,
canno t be how we res p ond t o
things that we want to hear , but

Outcome unknown
Dear Mr. McCormac k :
I am sorry that you apparently

misunders tand t he stud y process

which is being conducted by th e
Trus tee Commission on Campus
Life. Ever y member of the Commission , includin g me, has pledged t ha t t hey will keep an open
mind , seek out the opinions of
others , and avoid public comment
on any of the issues before the
Commission until it is discharged .
The delibera tions of the Commission it self will be confiden tial t o
encoura ge frank exchan ges and to
encoura ge a consensus around

meeting

To

fraternities and sororities to stay
here at Colby College and unfair
to those opposed to them.
While the Colby faculty may
claim to have respect for any persons opinion , while they may say
t ha t they are willin g t o list en t o a
varie ty of views , they have not
demons t ra t ed t hi s. I t is eas y t o

which students , faculty, Trus tees,
Overseers , adminis t ra t ors , alumni , parents and other interested individuals can unite.
It seems to me tha t if I were to
take your advice , t he chance for
serious delibera t ion , frank exchan ges and a viable consensus
would be jeopardized . You imply that I "know wha t I want the
ou t come t o be " and t ha t t he
Trus tee Commmission pr ocess is
"a farce ." Neither assump tion
could be fur ther from the tr uth .
Sincerely,
William R. Cotter
Presiden t

Edi tor:

The report in last week 's Echo
on the hearing s before the trust ee
commission on campusiife reconfirmed that alcohol abus e continues to be a major concern to
Colby students , facul ty and staff
alike. Better Alcohol Responsibili ty (B.A.R.) organization has, for
the past four years , attempted to
educa te the Colby College community to more responsib le
alcohol use . BAR is havin g an
open meeting on Wednesd ay October 26th , 6:15 pm. in the Smith
Room.
Anyone concerned abou t
alcohol use nt Colby is Invited to
a ttend.
P lease
. come.
Refreshm ents will be served .
Sincerely,
Hie Craig
Katie Cutler

Thanks f or help at REM
To t he Edi t or:
This pas t Homecoming
Weekend the Social Life Committee presented B. Willie Smith ,
Let' s Active and R.E.M. in concert as part of it' s tradi tion of providin g live music for Colby
students .
This concer t would no t have
been possible wi thou t the hel p and
.hard work of many people.
I would like to personall y extend sincere thanks on behalf of
the committee to Ted Wallace ,
Wes Lucas , and the other helpful
people in the Student Activities

Office , Pe t er Chenever t and t he

25 people who worked security at
t he show , Coach Dick McGee ,
Mr. Grindall and everyone else at
Physical Plan t , the women in the
Accoun ting Office , Shelly Len t
and Wendy Glenn , Pi Lamda Phi
Fra ternity, Michael Ryan and
WMHB , and cxpecially the ten
committee members who gave up
so much time and effort the day
of the show ,

Sincerely,
Social

Life

Wendy Laphom
Commit tee
Chair p erson

rather , how we deal with those
things that we don 't like.
Tha t such bad form was shown
a t a momen t when a good deal of
public interest was shown in
puzzling. It was an important vote
and would , no doub t, have some
effect on residential life here . It
was important to many peo-

ple.,.but obviously not to most
faculty members .
I have t o conclude t ha t t h e
resul ts of this vote ar e worthless .
When the trustee s evaluate
residen t ial life at Colb y t hey will
have much to review . But of all
the considerations that they make ,
I hope that the faculty vote is not

Barney the Beaver

one of them ,

Sincerel y,
Assistant

John Gimbel

Professor
of
Mathematics

hy Kamoo
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• and used cars
car dealers to list, on a window
sticker, the defects and warranty
terms of every auto for sale.
Subsequently, the National
Automobile Dealers Association,
armed with contributions from its
members, successfully won a congressional veto of the FTC rule in

one of the most highly-publicized
episodes of special-interest armtwisting. Then, last spring, a
coalition of consumer groups persuaded the Supreme Court to
declare the legislative veto
unconstitutional.
Yet, not that'the FTC has seen

•language reqiiirment
Because of the unique weight that a language has in a student' s
grade point average (in the first two years, it can make up as much
as 15 percent of the student's GPA), and because of the restrictiveness of the requirement, Colby should liberalize its language requirement system.
Some are bothered b>r the idea of instituting a pass/fail system
with required courses. The language requirement is unique from all
other requirements in its purpose and its demands, and so, must
be treated uniquely. The institution of pass/fail to foreign languages
would encourage students to really learn and enjoy thier language,
and would diminish the present pressured drive for adacemic survivability. With regularly-graded area requirements and a pass/fail
language requirement, Colby students will take greater pleasure in
achieving diversity, rather than viewing it as a chore.

its authority vindicated, it appears
unlikely to reinstate the used-car
requirements.
If Oct. 11-22 marks the
culmination of a "hot autumn"
in Western Europe's capitals,
European disarmament activists
aren't admitting it. For one, they
insist, demonstrations planned for
Britain, West Germany and the
Netherlands won't turn nasty. If
violence breaks out, they say,
West Berlin is the likely locale;the
city is teeming with conscientious
objectors.
New lease on life: Former
senator Eugene McCarthy, who
may run for the Democratic
presidential nomination yet again,
says his recent heart attack has
given him a whole new approach
to politics.
"People don't criticize me the
way they once did," McCarthy
told us. "They give me
sympathy ."

^Letters —
Wood mistaken about budget
To the editor:
The article "Coffeehouse
Undergoes Changes in Schedule"
which appeared in the October 6
issue of the Echo stated that "the
Coffeehouse is operating on a
provisional $1200 budget, as no
Stu-A funds were secured for this
year by the previous director. "
The reporter responsible for the
article has informed me that she
obtained this in formation from

assured by Krasnigor that my proposed budget for '83-'84 had been
approved.
Given this, the most charitable
interpretation of Wood 's remark
is that she is uninformed . I feel
that it is incumbent upon the Echo
to rectify this unwarranted attack
on my responsibility as director of
the Coffeehouse for '82-'83.
Joanne Werther

Sellers grad e unfair to emp loyees
To the Editor:
I thought one of us should write
back in regard to the "Seilers
Grade" in the October 13th issue
of the Echo.
I asked myself, and other
employees, why the students
down-grade Food Service
everytime they turn around . Is

by J ohn Collins

Brickbat

this year's Coffeehouse director,
Whistle Wood.
Wood is mistaken in this assertion; as Director of the Coffeehouse for'82-'83, 1 negotiated
with Keith Krasnigor, former StuA treasurer, and proposed a
budget of $4500 for '83-*84.
I resigned as director at the
close of the academic year '82-'83,'
and at that poin t, I had been

there no pleasing them! It seems
the more you accomodate, the
more they want.
With such a variety of menus ,
meal hours, and three dining halls
to choose form , you would think
there would be more appreciation
than slander. Last year's menu
changes are the same as this
year's. So how can it be the
Seniors,
"WORSTever "?
especially, have seen many
changes over the years.
Yes , you were right about the
proud
and
"dedicated
employees". We go with the
chanees and make the best of it.

We re professionals in our work.
You don't need imagination to
clean slop off trays; you need a
good stomach. If any student
would do that particular job, I
predict he wouldn't last long in
such a position.
Just one other thing I would
like to mention: it's all the special
things we do, such as function set
ups, take out orders , picnics,
special dinners, etc. which are
great and enjoyable...which
reminds me of an old joke: "give
him an inch and he thinks he's the
ruler "...never satisfied.
Sincerely,
Dana employees

Faculty apathetic
To the Editor:

:

vjj w
^JB l

In light of the recent faculty
vote to abolish fraternities, I find
the former's apathy extremely
disturbing . In particular , not one
member of this supposedly concerned and responsible group attended Governor Brennan 's
forum at LCA last Wednesday
evening. Especially disheartening
is the fact that no Government
professors were present , in spite
of this department 's vocal opposition of the system. By ignoring
LCA's stimulating, intellectual
contribution to the campus last
week, Ihe faculty demonstrated a
very narrow attitude toward
fraternities .
It seems ironic that the faculty
deems the fraternities inappropriate for a liberal arts education at Colby, yet refuses to experience the positive aspects of the
system. The absence at the Governor's forum is only one in a series
of events whiclfseerri to typify the
faculty 's unfair treatment of the
fraternity issue. Forums are
almost always held without any
faculty contributors (except when
professors arc invited to help lead
the discussion.) Refusing to
acknowledge the system 's intellectual merits is to do themselves and

Whatever you're
looking for ,

y
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Help a friend get through
the day without a cigaretto
They might j ust quit
forever. And that's
Important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.

the rest of Colby an injustice.
Hence, before the faculty vote
is weighed too heavily, it is important to realize the extent to which
those voters have been seeing both
sides of the issue.
Sincerely,
Greg Shefrin

Correcti on
To the Editor: .
1would like to correct a quotation which was attributed to me
in last week's Echo,
First , the incident did not take
place in front of Lovejoy. It occured outside Given Auditorium
on Parent 's Weekend. Secondly,
no obscenities were shouted. The
comments to which the Echo
refers were ad hominum
vulgarities , mumbled just within
earshot of me and the others who
were helping hold up the sign.
Thirdly, it was a group of about
five fraternity members, rather
than just two.
The part about my believing
that fraternities should be abolished was 100 percent accurate.
Whistle Wood

The ECHO encourages letters to the editor. Letters must be received
by Monday night before publication and must be signed , although
the author 's name will be withheld upon request. All editorials arc
the opinion of the editor only. Commentaries are the opinion of the
author only , and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.

AlumniCouncil gathers
by Joe Bak er

Theresas a meeting for parents and high-school children entitl-,

The Alumni Association's fall meeting, conducted on Saturday,
was the key event of Homecoming weekend, which also feat u red
many social events and athletic contests.
The Alumni Council, a representative body of 100 members of
the General Alumni Association, held committee meetin gs an d heard
committee reports. The Awards Committee had nominations for
the Colby Brick, awarded for service to the college and for the
distinguished Alumnus award, given to a Colby graduate in a profession, and for the Marriner Distinguished Service award, also given
for exceptional service to the college.
Other committees that met were the Alumni House Committee
and the Nominating Committee, which n omin ated th ree tru stees ,
Phillip Hussey, Anne Bondy, and Robert Burke, to be re-elected
by the General Alumni Association in 1984. The Activities committee
discussed the participation of graduates who volunteer in the Career
and Administrative services offices. In addition , they talked ab ou t
local club leadership for the Alumni clubs around the country. President Cotter spoke on the state of the college at the meeting, refering to his recent report.
There were several questions about fraternities but there was no
official mention of the current issues. However, Associated Director of AlumniRelations, Susan Conant, had the opportunity to speak
with many alumni and found that there was "dramatic" profraternity support from a large majority of visiting alumni.
The other major activities of the day were the several sessions
ofthe Admissions staff held for alumni , and families entitled "Encouraging Bright Students to Consider Colby," was for alumni working in secondary education. The organizaitonal meeting of the
r elativ ely new grou p discu ssed its pla n s f or the establ ish men t of a
network of alumni in secondary education who could represent Colby
to prospesctive applicants and who could identify schools that should
receive closer attention form Colby.
The Alumni Interviewer's program held an "Admissions
Workshop," for alumni interviewers. The admissions office is also
in the process of establishing a network of alumni who can give local
interviews and identify prospective Colby students.

ed , "Understanding College Admissions." The session focused on
th e college selection process, interviews, and how to get useful in-

¦
formation from the guide book. ¦ <¦
The weekend's festivities began on Friday night with the annual
Colby Night Banquet and Colby's Powder aitd Wig presentation
of , "The Butler Did It." The RLC fireworks display over Johnson
pond, also on Friday night; was well received by students.
The Newman Council's annual bonfire flared up quickly, with
the help of window shutters donated by the LCA fraternity. Gary
Ruping, president of the Newman Council and member of LCA,
said the fraternity shutters were burned as firewood because they
were causing a fire hazard in LCA's basement, and becau se no other
suitable wood could be located on such short notice. He denied that
the shutters, which were used during last year's initiation, were being burned as a political statement.
There, were tours of the campus and a field hockey and a football game, followed by. a reception in the in the Millet Alumni.House,
sponsored by the Waterville Alumni Association.

9 Day trips

by the half bushel (approximately 20 pounds), or . for the real appleloyers, full bushels.
Shopping is entertaining, assuming of course, that Mom and Dad
can be persuaded to send addition funds. The traditional trip to L.L.
Bean's in Freeport (about 1 hour from Waterville) is almost a requirement for all Colby students. Recently new reasons for a Freeport
adventure have arisen. The town now hosts factory outlets for Ralph
Lauren, Frye Boots, Hathway, and even Barbizon Lingerie. Retail
prices are substantially less then elsewhere, sometimes hy more than
.
50 percent. *
If you are shopping here in Waterville and are tired of the Concourse, try Meader's Stoneware on the 5-mile loop. Abbott Meader,
Associate Professor of Art here at Colby, and his wife might sell
you just the right piece of pottery to spice up your dorm room.
On a larger scale, the list of places to see in Maine is endless.
¦

Coastal towns of Camden (I VI hr.) and Bar Harbor (2 hrs.) are pleasant distraction for a day, and crowds should le minimal with sum- 1
mer tourism long since past; Take an ocean boat fide at Boothbay
Harbor (1 '/_ ru\),.or, if you time it just right, you can catch Andre
the Seal, Rockport's honorary harbormaster, doing tricks at feeding
time around the pier in Rockport. If you 're a fisherman, drop into
Char lie's Log Cabin, an Oakland sporting goods store, for your
license before putting in at the Rangeley Lakes (1 Vi hrs., near Saddleback Mountain). If you dare conquer the Atlantic on your own,
rent a boat at the Chance-Along Marina in Belfast (about 30 min).
Finally, on your way back to Colby from the coast, you could swing
through Thomaston (1 Vi hr.) to enjoy a hot fudge banana split at
Ames Ice Cream (homemade of course).
Colby provides numerous on-eampus activities, and Maine equals
these opportunities for recreation with a unique variety of its own. .
For specific direction to these points of interest, pick up a "Day
Trips to Places of Interest" guide at Roberts Desk.

• B nai B'rith
at Colby

visas three times since he was fifteen years old. Hillel has informed
Boris Kalendarev that they do recognize his situation and do sympathize with him.
To date , B'nai B'rith Hillel has roughly 20 interested members,
both Jewish and non-Jewish, who view this organization as a great
way to meet new people and to have fun. President Cohen stated
that all that is asked of a member is that he acknowledge and appreciate the fact that the Jewish religion exists and is practiced by
some students here at Colby. The only other prerequisite for membership is that you enjoy having fun.
B'nai B' r ith H illel is still in need of .members, officer s, and suggestions for more events. In the next week, Cohen and Goldman
plan to meet with Professor Labov and begin the actual plans for
the organization 's 1983-1984 academic year. Any scheduled meetings
for members and interested members will be posted, as will the
various events as they take place. If you are interested in becoming
a B'nai B'rith Hillel member, simply talk to either Craig Cohen or
Steve Goldman. As was stated on a flyer sent out to all Colby Col_
_
lege s.tudents, "Hillel is for everyone. "
'
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WINTER ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
This Week We Are Accepting Applications
For Branch Coordinators

9,

We Need Resp onsible and Enthusiastic People To Run :
• Skating oh Johnson Pond
• X-Country Skiing
• Sugerloaf Transportation
For more imforma tion and app lications ,
contact the Student Activities Office
or Mel Fahim , Progra m Coordinator ,
Champlin 213, Ext. 2421

Applications must be in by, Friday, October 28 at 5:00PM
Interviews will be held Monday, October 31.
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